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June 28, 1988 

To Members of the Maine Turnpike Authority: 

It is our pleasure to provide the Maine Turnpike Authority with 
the enclosed report, "The Maine Turnpike Authority - A 
Comprehens-ive Review and Analysis of Proposed Improvement 
Projects," which provides perhaps the most comprehensive 
assessment ever of the Turnpike's existing needs and future 
considerations. 

The capital improvement program recommended in this·report 
responds to the specific needs in the southerly corridor, 
northerly corridor and in the area to be served by the proposed 
Westerly Connector. 

The program includes a total southerly corridor widening ~ost of 
$99,600,000, including a three-lane road and four-lane bridges, 
and widening 31 bridges. In addition, $62,700,000 has been 
allocated for interchange improvements, fare collection changes, 
access, planning and engineering involving the three separate 
corridor areas. 

The total cost can be accommodated by an $86 million bond issue 
and pay-as-you-go-money from the existing revenue base and a 15 
percent fare increase beginning Jan. 1, 1989. The financial 
analysis further assumes a $4 million increase in Turnpike 
contribution to the Maine Department of Transportation for use on 
adjacent roads within the Turnpike corridor, as authorized by the 
Legislature. As the time for actual borrowing gets closer, the 
Authority should further evaluate options for structuring the 
debt, i.e., term flexibility for repayment, etc. 

(continued) 
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The conclusions of this report were reached after a critical 
review of the Turnpike from two perspectives: 

1. Its vital role in carrying through traffic into Maine to 
enhance the economic development of the state's interior; and 

2. Its ability to meet the distinct needs of three separate 
areas of the corridor. 

Last, but hardly least, the report acknowledges the existence of a 
new era of transportation planning in Maine. It is imperative 
that the Maine Turnpike Authority and the Maine Department of 
Transportation continue and build upon integrating their traffic 
improvement programs in the Turnpike corridor. Integration is 
necessary to ensure that highway planning and public expenditure 
decisions are made judiciously and that construction monies 
provide the most value for the dollar. 

Integration is also necessary because highway planning is no 
longer an isolated function involving separate governmental 
entities. It is a dynamic process that must respond to the 
various land use changes affecting particular corridors. 

Maine is at a critical juncture in its growth management efforts. 
The approach recommended here is intended to help communities 
resolve traffic congestion issues resulting from rapid land use 
changes which have already occurred within the Turnpike corridor, 
and to ensure that the Turnpike plays a significant role in 
helping to resolve future issues. 

We look forward to helping the Authority implement this important 
program. 

Paul E. Violette, 
Executive Director 
Maine Turnpike Authority 

Dana F. Connors 
Commissioner 
Maine Department of Transportation 

~::.cam~~~~ 
President 
Governmental Services Inc. 

Roger L. Mallar 
President 
Mallar Associates 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

During the past nine months, Governmental Services, Inc., and MaHar Associates, working in 
close cooperation with the Maine Turnpike Authority and the Maine Department of 
Transportation, have conducted a comprehensive assessment of the Turnpike Authority's 1986 
Capital Improvement Study. 

This "second look" at the 1986 study included a variety of issues related to the proposed 
southerly corridor widening and Its relationship to both Route 1 congestion and community 
Impacts; northerly corridor interchange modifications; and the proposed westerly connector 
which would service the Greater Portland Region. 

Among the issues reviewed, analyzed and evaluated were community and municipal officials' 
attitudes; secondary impacts of widening; legal and fare structure issues; financial issues; traffic 
management issues; locational issues; and economic development issues. 

This report finds an immediate need to undertake the widening of the southerly portion of the 
Turnpike to three lanes given current and developing congestion conditions, based on updated 
traffic projections. This finding Is supported by a user benefits analysis identifying a $429 
million ( 1987 dollars) savings to travelers arising out of this project over its 20-year life. The 
need for the project is consistent with observations and prevailing opinion of affected 
community officials and Maine residents. 

The report further finds that given the revenue generating capacity of the MTA, the widening 
project and additional Interchange/access improvements can be financed with a one-time 15 
percent increase in tolls applied to the current fare structure. The financial analysis further 
assumes a $4 million annual increase in Turnpike contribution to the MOOT for use on adjacent 
roads within the Turnpike corridor. 

The report explains the shortcomings of sole reliance on traffic management techniques for 
resolving congestion issues, and points to the potential for integrating appropriate traffic 
management strategies into overall Turnpike administration. 

The report also demonstrates how the widening will help to alleviate the further compounding 
of Route 1 congestion instead of worsening conditions. It also highlights recommended 
interchange additions and access improvements. 

Of equal Importance is the fact that this report acknowledges the existence of a new era of 
transportation planning in Maine. It is imperative that the Maine Turnpike Authority (MTA) and 
the Maine Department of Transportation (Moon continue and build upon integrating their 
traffic Improvement programs In the Turnpike corridor. Integration is necessary to ensure that 
highway planning and public expenditure decisions are made judiciously and that construction 
monies provide the most value for the dollar. 
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Integration is also necessary because highway planning is no longer an isolated function 
involving separate governmental entities. It is a dynamic process which must respond to the 
various land use changes affecting particular corridors. 

In that regard, the capital improvement program recommended in this report responds to the 
spedfic needs in the southerly corridor, northerly corridor and in the area to be served by the 
proposed westerly connector. The program includes a total widening cost of $99,600,000, 
including a three-lane road and four-lane bridges, and widening 31 bridges. In addition, 
$62,700,000 has been allocated for interchange improvements, access, planning and 
engineering. The total cost can be accommodated by an $86 million bond issue, paid for with 
help from a 15 percent fare increase beginning Jan. 1, 1989. 

The program also takes into account the efforts underway by MOOT to address Route 1 in York 
County and Biddeford/Saco-area traffic issues. 

Summary recommendations for each region include: 

Southerly Corridor 

The widening of the Turnpike from two to three lanes, including the addition of a fourth lane 
capadty on bridges, is necessary. The expansion should move forward immediately as a way of 
maintaining the Turnpike as a through road to all regions of Maine. 

The immediacy of the need for the widening is documented by the following quantitative and 
qualltative evidence: 

1. The latest traffic figures indicate: 

Annual traffic volumes have doubled on the Turnpike between 1979 and 1987, 
from 88,541 vehicles to 175,050 vehicles: 

Annual average daily traffic between mainline segments of the Turnpike is 
projected to double between 1987 and 2000: and 

Even taking into account the low traffic growth years during the gas shortage of the 
mid-to-late-seventies, the Turnpike has experienced a compounded annual percent 
volume increase of 8.1 percent since 1975. 

2. Utilizing peak hour factors and conservative traffic demand forecasts, it is estimated 
that by 1989, the 30th highest hour will be operating at Level of Service E, extremely 
unstable traffic flows, and by 1990, at Level of Service F, forced or breakdown 
conditions. 
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3. Motorists using the Turnpike would receive an estimated $429 million in benefits 
through 2012 from the widening due to accident reduction, operation cost reductions, 
and reductions in delays. 

4. Eighty-one percent of the southerly corridor municipal officials surveyed said they were 
in favor of the widening. 

5. More than half of Maine citizens polled felt that the Turnpike should be widened. 
Furthermore, when asked if they had to choose between paying higher tolls or 
experiencing more congestion, 64 percent chose higher tolls. 

In order to respond to the continuing congestion problems on Route 1, the MTA should, as 
the Legislature authorized, provide $4 million annually to the MOOT (above the current $4.7 
million the MTA contributes to the Moon for the purposes of responding to Turnpike corridor 
improvement needs. 

Additionally, the Authority should provide planning and location engineering money to 
address Route 1 corridor needs in conjunction with the MOOT and affected communities, as 
well as plan within its program for project costs in the range of $8 million by 1995 for 
Biddeford-Saco area access improvements. 

Northerly Corridor 

The objective of the Turnpike Authority on the northerly section should be to: promote 
increased use of the toll highway; encourage planned development; and improve local travel 
service. 

In order to accomplish this objective, a dosed-barrier system is recommended that would end 
the present tid<et system just north of Gray, relocate the Augusta toll plaza operation to an 
area north of Lewiston and collect cash tolls at Gardiner, at the relocated toll plaza, north of 
Lewiston, and on ramps as necessary to assure that all traffic movements are assessed an 
equitable toll. 

In addition, three interchanges were demonstrated in the study to be desirable additions to the 
region's traffic service needs. They should be induded in the Authority's construction planning 
effort. 

Westerly Connector 

Potential improvement alternatives in the Route 302 corridor require further evaluation. The 
Turnpike Authority should assist the MOOT in evaluating the interconnection of those 
alternatives with the Turnpike. 
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Considerable effort is needed to identify the appropriate westerly corridor to serve Westbrook 
and Gorham. This decision rests primarily with the local communities and the MOOT. 
However, since any of the alternatives connect with the Turnpike and one of the funding 
sources may be the collection of tolls on the westerly connector, the Turnpike Authority should 
continue to actively participate in this evaluation process. 

In addition to the funding that should be held in reserve for the previously recommended 
Turnpike interchanges in the Portland area, it is recommended that the Authority share in the 
location engineering costs in the westerly corridor to more dearly define location alternatives 
in the corridors which may be determined worthy of further evaluation and plan development. 

Program Implementation 

In order to implement the aforementioned recommendations, the consultants have identified a 
series of projects, construction years and costs, in a manner consistent with the priorities 
expressed during Legislative review of the Turnpike program, i.e., widening the southerly 
section and implementing the previously identified interchange program. 

Areas recommended for interchange additions and access improvements over the next eight 
years indude: Lewiston; Biddeford; Scarborough; Saco; Sabattus/Lewiston (Grove St.); Portland 
(Congress St.); Portland/Westbrook; Portland (Forest Ave.); Gray; Ogunquit; Sabattus/Lewiston 
(State Route 9); Biddeford/Saco/Oid Orchard Beach; and Auburn (South Main St. and Route 
136). In addition, money is recommended for planning and locational engineering regarding 
Route 1 traffic improvements and westerly connector issues. 

This report also recommends a 15 percent fare increase in the commuter ticket program. The 
application of the new fare increase will still leave the level of discount at greater than 50 
percent of the new charges. However, no changes should be made to the system until the 
MTA completes its current review of the program. 

Finally, other recommendations contained in this report indude: 

1. The Turnpike Authority should conduct traffic management studies to address the 
following issues: 

Appropriate traffic management approaches and the identification of strategies for 
implementing them; 

The characteristics of travelers and how they relate to Route 1 congestion problems; 
and 

A cost allocation study to determine the equity distribution of charges among 
categories of users with particular attention to the feasibility of establishing a 
seasonal pridng differential once the widening is completed. 
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2. The Authority's bond issue indenture agreement should be designed with sufficient 
flexibility so that future, out-year surplus funds can be used to address evolving 
improvement programs within the corridor. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the fall of 1987, the Maine Turnpike Authority (MTA) contracted with Governmental 
Services, Inc., (GSI) and Mallar Associates to take a second look at the Authority's 
proposed capital improvement program, which focused on widening the Maine Turnpike 
from two lanes to three lanes between Mile 12 in Wells and Mile 42 at Exit 6-A in 
Scarborough. 

GSI's responsibilities included an overall review of the 1986 "Capital Improvement 
Study," compiled by Howard, Needles, Tammen &... Bergendoff (HNfB); working with 
southerly corridor communities regarding the secondary impacts of widening; a review 
of legal and fare structure issues; and an analysis of the proposed widening in the 
context of the latest trends in highway planning. 

Mallar Associates focused on traffic estimates; representation of the Authority regarding 
the Westerly Connector and Northerly Corridor Studies; and representation of the 
Authority regarding permitting issues. 

This report integrates information from the three studies involving the southerly 
corridor, northerly corridor and westerly connector. It also takes into consideration the 
efforts underway by the Maine Department of Transportation (Moon to address Route 1 
in York County and Biddeford/Saco area traffic issues. This approach recognizes a new 
era of transportation development in Maine. It reflects the integration of needs in the 
corridor and the coordination of local municipalities with the MTA and the MDOT. 

An integrated approach to· highway improvements recognizes the diversity of needs at 
various sections along the Turnpike corridor, and coordinates planning and public 
expenditures, ensuring that construction monies provide the most value for the dollar. 

The Turnpike Authority directed the consultants, former transportation commissioner 
George N. Campbell, Jr. of GSI, and former transportation commissioner Roger L. Mallar 
of Mallar Associates, to work closely with and coordinate their study efforts with the 
current transportation commissioner and Authority board member, Dana F. Connors. 

By way of further background, a brief history of the widening issues follows. 

Proposals to widen the Maine Turnpike have been debated since the early 1970s. At that 
time, the Turnpike was widened from York to Mile 12, (miles 0 - 6 by the MDOT and 
miles 6 - 12 by the MTA), but further work was shelved by a Maine Supreme Court 
decision. 

The Court ruled that the building of additional lanes, or the expansion of Turnpike 
bridges and overpasses to accommodate these lanes, was not empowered by the Enabling 
Act of the Maine Turnpike Authority that existed at that time. The Court also ruled that 
the financing of additional lanes by tolls and revenues exceeded the authority granted 
by the Enabling Act, and that the Authority's power to reconstruct the Turnpike did not 
include the building of additional lanes. 
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Following the Authority's 1986 Capital Improvement Program proposal, the Authority 
received Legislative approval to Increase its bonding limit to help finance the latest 
expansion plan. In addition, the Turnpike Authority was asked to study economic issues 
associated with potential interchange improvements in the Turnpike's northern corridor 
between the Lewiston/ Auburn area and Augusta. Also, at the request of the MOOT, the 
Authority authorized a feasibility study of a westerly connector linking Portland with 
its western suburbs. 

In the meantime, concern was raised by the Authority about the secondary impacts of 
the proposed widening. As a result, the Authority agreed to delay a decision on a 
proposed fare increase that was to help pay for the widening. 

A more thorough explanation of the history of the Maine Turnpike may be found in 
Appendix A. 
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ORGANIZATION AND METHODOLOGY 

A project of this type requires a comprehensive and integrated approach involving a 
review of Maine Turnpike Authority historical documents and studies; coordination with 
local communities affected by Turnpike traffic; and a financial analysis to determine the 
feasibility of the work proposed. 

This section describes the methodology used within each of the study components. In 
addition, a legal review was conducted to assess the constitutional, statutory and 
contractual parameters surrounding these issues. The specific subject areas of this report 
include: 

Part I - Review of Capital Improvement Program: Widening and 
Interchanges; 

Part II- Review of Capital Costs, and Operating and Maintenance 
Projections; and 

Part Ill - Review of Revenue Projections, Fare Structure and Charges. 

PART I- REVIEW Of CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM: WIDENING AND 
INTERCHANGES 

The review of the capital improvement program involved seeking answers to the 
following questions: 

1. Is the widening justified? 

2. What are the alternatives to widening? 

3. What are the potential impacts on the Route 1 corridor? 

4. What is the responsibility of the Turnpike in regard to mitigating congestion 
conditions in the Route 1 corridor? 

The methodology used in this review Included: 

1. Literature search; 

2. Survey of, and interviews with, community officials; 

3. Attitudinal survey; 

4. Review of Route 1 Corridor Committee Studies; 
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5. Review of interchange program: 

6. Review of traffic growth forecasts: 

7. User-benefit analysis of the widening: and 

8. Legal review of related issues. 

1-1 Literature Search 

A literature search was conducted which covered both historical trends and current 
studies in the areas of highway finance, congestion management, road pricing and travel 
demand. 

To accomplish this objective, a computer search was undertaken using the 
Transportation Research Information Services system. "Key words" were provided that ere 
expected to generate a bibliography of appropriate highway transportation literature in 
the areas listed above. The key words used included: 

Road user preferences: 

Secondary impact studies: 

Travel demand: 

Seasonal traffic patterns: 

Peak-hour traffic and pricing: and 

Traffic congestion. 

In addition to the computer-generated list of articles, a number of articles and research 
studies were obtained through a general library literature search at both the University 
of Maine (Orono) and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology libraries. As articles 
were reviewed, their associated bibliographies were also used as a source for additional 
articles. 

The literature search also included a review of newspaper articles and editorials 
pertaining to the Turnpike project, including the MaineWatch Institute study, "Widening 
the Maine Turnpike: the Case for a Management Alternative," commissioned by and 
published in the Maine limes (1/8/88). 

The articles generated by the computer search are listed in a bibliography in Appendix 
B. 
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1-2 Survey of Community Officials 

A survey was conducted of officials from communities along the corridor from Exit 6-A 
south to York to determine their views and perceptions of the proposed Turnpike 
widening, the interchange construction program, the commuter discount program, and 
the perceived impacts of the widening on Route 1. 

The Maine Turnpike Authority favored this survey approach, in combination with an 
attitude survey of Maine residents, to that of a steering committee approach, because it 
ensured broad community participation on the part of chief administrative and 
appointed officials, and the general public. 

The information collection process was two-fold. Beginning in December, 1987, the 
consultants met with representatives from Scarborough, Biddeford and Old Orchard 
Beach to discuss the capital improvement program issues, and to help frame the 
questions that would be included in the formal questionnaire to be completed by the 
municipal officials. 

The survey was then prepared and distributed to individuals from the following 
communities: Alfred, Arundel, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, Kittery, Lyman, 
North Berwick, Ogunquit, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Sanford, Scarborough, South 
Berwick, Wells, and York. 

The survey was discussed with each recipient, as well as various selectmen and town 
planners who were present at some of the meetings. The representatives from each 
community were asked to identify others who should complete a survey and sufficient 
copies of the questionnaire were then provided. 

Thirty-five surveys in all were completed, with one town, Biddeford, providing a verbal 
response, for a total of 36 responses. In some cases, surveys were completed by a small 
group of people. However, most were completed by one person only. The findings from 
the survey of municipal officials are contained in the Findings section of this report. The 
survey questionnaire and a summary of responses are In Appendix C. 
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1-3 Attitudinal Survey 

An attitudinal survey of Maine residents was conducted to determine the perceptions 
and opinions of Maine residents regarding the proposed Turnpike widening project. 

A variety of Turnpike issues were examined, among them: 

1. The perceived impact of the Turnpike widening on Route congestion; 

2. Public perception of Turnpike service levels and charges; 

3. The relationship of new interchanges to the widening project; 

4. Public opinion regarding toll fare increases and pricing schemes; and 

5. The mitigating factors that might alter public opinion in the future. 

In all, 632 Maine residents were surveyed during the month of February, 1988. The 
statistical margin of error associated with the study was .039 at the 95 percent 
confidence level for the aggregates. The survey instrument consisted of 59 questions and 
all interviews were conducted by telephone. The results of this survey are reviewed in 
the Findings section of this report. The questionnaire used for this survey and a summary 
of responses are in Appendix D. 

1-4 Review of Route 1 Corridor Studies 

A number of traffic studies have been conducted on the Route 1 corridor, including a 
1969 study by Murray D. Segal, and a more recent study completed in 1987 by the 
Route 1 Corridor Committee. GSI has reviewed these studies in light of the potential 
secondary impacts from the Turnpike widening. 

The implications of these earlier studies are enumerated in the Findings section of this 
report, where applicable. 

1-5 Review of Interchange Program 

The interchange program explained in the HNfB report was reviewed from both a cost 
perspective and a community needs standpoint. Both the survey of community officials 
and the attitudinal survey sought to determine public opinion regarding the proposed 
interchange program. In addition, any suggestions for interchanges other than those 
proposed in the program were recorded. 

Specific interchange suggestions and comments by Maine citizens and municipal officials 
were reviewed with representatives from the Planning Department of the MOOT to 
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determine the extent to which each request had been previously studied by the 
Department and to discuss the feasibility of each suggested improvement. 

Finally, the suggested improvements affecting the Route 1 corridor were reviewed from 
the standpoint of dealing with congestion problems in the region and the Turnpike's 
ability and/or responsibility to respond to these improvement needs. See the Findings 
section for an analysis of the suggested Improvement projects. 

1-6 Review of Traffic Growth Esdmates 

Traffic estimates developed in the 1986 HNfB report were reviewed and adjustments 
were made based on the experience gained in the intervening years. 

1-7 User-Benefits Analysis of the Widening 

A user-benefits analysis was conducted to determine the estimated benefits to motorists 
that could be realized by the widening of the Turnpike from two lanes to three lanes. 
These estimates were based on a forecast using updated interchange growth assumptions 
and performed at five-year increments with interpretation of the years in between. The 
impacts were investigated by mainline section and were performed for both the base 
condition (existing interchanges) and the build condition (proposed interchanges). 

User benefits were then converted to monetary equivalents and summarized over the 
projection period for both the base and improved access condition. The benefits were 
examined in terms of Impacts on travel time, operating cost and accidents. 

1-8 Legal Review of Related Issues 

The legal review was conducted for the consultants in order to ensure that findings and 
conclusions conform with constitutional, statutory, and contractual limitations 
surrounding the study Issues. Particular attention was given to the permissible uses of 
Turnpike funds, the Turnpike's authority to undertake lmpro'{ements, and the legal limits 
of pricing alternatives. 

PART II- REVIEW OF CAPITAL COSTS, AND OPERATING AND MAINllNANCE 
PROJECTIONS 

The review of capital costs and operating and maintenance projections was undertaken 
to: 

1. Examine the reasonableness of assumptions used in estimating project costs; 
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2. Examine the time frame for project construction and evaluate the effect of delay 
on costs; 

3. Examine and update the interchange improvement plan and expected project year 
costs; 

4. Examine HNfB's proposed preparation of a fourth lane in conjunction with third 
lane construction in terms of economic impact on project costs; 

5. Evaluate operating and maintenance cost projections in light of inflation and 
volume trends. 

11-1 Capital Cost Estimates 

The consultants reviewed the capital cost estimates set forth in the earlier HNfB reports. 
The analysis included the cost of the third lane as well as new or altered interchanges. 

The 1985 cost projections were updated to reflect cost experience in terms of 1987 
dollars. Cost projections were based on the MOOT weighted unit costs for 1987. Based 
on yearly cost increases for similar type projects between 1983 and 1987, an 
inflationary factor was developed to project construction year costs. The analysis was 
confined to the portion of the Turnpike from Exit 6-A to the South, with the exception 
of the more northerly interchanges encompassed in the original improvement program. 
For the remaining interchanges, estimates were provided by HNfB based upon its work 
with the Northerly Corridor Committee. 

In addition, the consultants studied the impact of road improvements on the necessary 
funding level of the reserve maintenance fund. Estimates and assumptions related to the 
proposed reserve maintenance budget were reviewed in light of the new construction 
projects and their impact on repair needs. 

An analysis of the updated cost figures is contained in the Findings Section of this 
report. 

11-2 Operating and Maintenance Expenses 

The MTA's operating and maintenance expenses were reviewed for the 10-year period 
from 1977 to 1987. This review was intended to highlight the trends in operating 
expenses and to identify any major changes in expenses by component in the past 
decade. 

The operating expenses reported in the yearly financial reports of the MTA were 
compared with the HNfB estimates to determine the accuracy of the projections. 
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The results of the above analysis are contained in the Findings Section of this report. 

PART Ill - REVIEW Of REVENUE PROJECTIONS, FARE STRUCTURE AND CHARGES 

The review of revenue projections, fare structure and charges was conducted to 
determine: 

1. The impact of new traffic growth estimates on revenue forecasts to the year 2000: 

2. How the MTA's fares compare to those of similar toll roads; and 

3. The effect of revenue projections on proposed fare increases needed to complete 
improvement programs and meet other demands on revenue for the Turnpike. 

111-1 Revenue Projections 

A review of the Maine Turnpike revenue projections was conducted based on traffic 
forecasts developed by Mallar Associates. The primary goal was to produce a revised 
forecast of Turnpike traffic reflecting revised growth rates by Interchange and vehicle 
class. A fratar process was then used to develop new trip tables at five-year increments. 
From this information, a base condition was developed to reflect the existing 
interchanges and toll schedule on the Maine Turnpike throughout the entire projection 
period. 

A secondary goal was the development of updated traffic and revenue forecasts under a 
condition whereby the various new Interchanges or interchange improvements, 
including those covered as part of the 1 0-year improvement plan, would be 
superimposed on the system. In addition, the revised configuration assumed conversion 
of the northern end of the Turnpike to a closed barrier system. The traffic estimates 
under the build condition were then furnished in terms of annual toll revenue estimates. 

111-2 Fare Structure and Charges 

A literature search on toll road financing and pricing issues was conducted. Peak period 
pricing studies were reviewed to determine the feasibility of peak period pricing and the 
extent to which it would affect the Turnpike revenue generating potential and the 
potential for diversion to other roads. 

The Maine Turnpike's current toll structure was compared to industry norms to place the 
Turnpike's tolls in the context of other regional toll facilities. 

An electronic spreadsheet analysis was performed to determine the toll increase 
requirements under different pricing scenarios, to establish the most appropriate fare 
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level for accomplishing the construction program while equitably charging highway 
users. 

The Maine Turnpike's Commuter Discount Program was reviewed to determine the 
success of the program in terms of the volume of users over time. The survey of 
community officials and the attitudinal study both contained questions pertaining to the 
degree of satisfaction with the commuter program as well as recommendations for 
changes in the program. 

A legal review of differential pncmg was conducted to determine whether charging 
differential rates during specific times in the year would negatively impact interstate 
commerce in violation of constitutional provisions. 
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DNDINGS 

In keeping with the previous section, "Organization and Methodology", this section is divided 
as follows: 

Part 1- Review of Capital Improvement Program: Widening and Interchanges; 

Part II- Review of Capital Costs, and Operating and Maintenance Projections; 
and 

Part Ill- Review of Revenue Projections, Fare Structure and Charges. 

In addition to the widening issues related to the southerly corridor, this report integrates the 
analysis and findings associated with the Northerly Corridor Study and the Westerly Connector 
Study. The discussion begins with the Southerly Corridor Study, followed by the Northerly 
Corridor and Westerly Connector studies. 

PART I - REVIEW OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM: WIDENING AND INTERCHANGES 

Introduction 

For the purposes of this study, the widening is defined as the addition of a third travel lane, the 
construction of 4-lane bridges, and the rebuilding of 31 bridges from mile 12 to mile 42 on the 
Maine Turnpike. 

This project as described here varies from the earlier project in that the earlier project 
envisioned the preparation of a fourth lane road bed. The current study, however, defines the 
project without the fourth travel lane preparation for reasons stated in the Project Costs section 
of this report. 

The proposed widening project has been subject to particularly close scrutiny given the 
broader question of state-wide and regional road improvement projects and strong growth in 
Southern Maine. 

While some feel that the congestion on the Turnpike is getting progressively worse and that 
only the addition of new highway capacity will ease it, others have suggested that "bigger is 
not better" and that traffic management solutions will adequately solve the problem of 
congestion. 

Whether one is for or against the widening project, most Turnpike users would agree that a 
congestion problem exists. The major debate then becomes how best to deal with the issue of 
congestion. 
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A major goal of the study undertaken by the consultants was to open the question of a 
third lane and related issues for discussion with municipal officials in the southerly 
corridor communities and with a representative sample of Maine residents from 
communities across the state. 

The intent was to develop an understanding of the attitudes and opinions of those who 
would be affected by the new construction and to let Maine residents know that their 
feelings toward highway improvements do matter to those who make the final decisions. 

The following quotes by community officials are indicative of the strong feelings 
expressed toward the positive and negative effects of the Turnpike widening. 

From a proponent of the widening: 

'The MTA should realize that Turnpike improvements, especially new 
interchanges and widening, are the single most efficient tool to promote 
economic vitality and traffic safety by reducing congestion. The dollar 
benefits of Improved commerce, etc., far outweigh construction costs and 
to ignore the hazards of two-lane congestion as routine as it is, borders 
on criminal neglect." 

From an opponent of the widening: 

"What are we trying to do here? Do we want Maine to follow the lead of 
primarily urban states where to ease traffic congestion, states spend 
hundreds of millions of dollars creating and expanding multi-lane 
superhighways. Every time a bigger road is built, more people, even those 
who used mass transit before, choose to ride on it because it is faster, 
safer and easier. The new road soon becomes as overcrowded as the 
original road. Must all the access to Maine be through York County? I 
don't think so. I am not anti-progress, but I am anti-chaos." 

To place the issue of the Turnpike widening in the proper context, the following four 
questions each required an answer: 

1. Is the widening justified? 
2. What are the alternatives to widening? 
3. What are the impacts on the Route 1 corridor? 
4. What is the responsibility of the MTA in regard to mitigating the congestion 

conditions in the Route 1 corridor? 
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1-1 TRAFFIC DEMAND 

The earlier estimates of traffic growth used for the justification of the widening in the 
HNfB report may or may not have supported the need for widening the Turnpike. It was 
not within the scope of the current study to determine the appropriateness of the 
conclusions made in the earlier HNfB report. 

The consultants were, however, charged with the responsibility of assessing the traffic 
situation in light of up-to-date traffic estimates and determining from this new 
information whether or not the widening is justified. 

It is clear from the new traffic data, explained below, that traffic growth is expected to 
be far greater than was earlier estimated. 

Developing traffic estimates for a Turnpike requires an unusually sensitive balance since 
overestimates could result in excessive revenue expectations and potentially serious 
operating deficits, while underestimates would tend to understate the timing of 
improvement needs and create serious traffic tie-ups. For these reasons, particular care 
has been given to assure that the estimates are as realistic as current methods allow and 
yet tend to assure reasonably sound revenue estimates. 

1-1.1 Traffic Demand forecast 

A review of actual traffic growth since the previous study suggests two conclusions: 

1. Since growth has occurred at significantly greater rates than projected, new 
estimates obviously start at a higher base level. A chart listing actual 1987 average 
daily traffic may be found in Appendix E. 

2. The continuation of exceptionally strong economic and traffic growth in the 
corridor provides increased confidence of further increases in demand for 
vehicles using the Maine Turnpike. 

Table I displays the Annual Entering and Exiting Traffic Trends by interchange for four 
three-year segments over a 12-year period. The aggregate compounded annual percent 
increases are displayed across the bottom of the Table. 

For the period from 1975 to 1978, the compounded annual percent increase in total 
vehicles was 9.4 percent. The years from 1978 to 1981 were recessionary years in the 
regional and national economy, characterized by gas shortages and extreme gas price 
shocks. Even during this three year period, the compounded annual percent increase was 
1. 7 percent. 

The three years following the recessionary period, from 1981 to 1984 showed a 
compounded annual percent increase of 9.5 percent. 
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Interchange 

1 Y01k 

2Wells
Sanford 

3 Kennebunk 

4 Biddeford 

5 Saco 

6 Scar. Downs 

6A Scar. 

7 S.PUd. 

8 Ponland
Weslbrook 

9 Falrrou1h
Rt.1 

10 Penland 
Nonh 

11 Gray 

12 Album 

13lewlston 

14 Gardiner 

15 Augusta 

TOTAL 

Compounded 
AMual 
Percent 

Table I 

Annual Entering and Exiting Traffic Trends 

Total Vehicles 

Compounded 
AMual 
Percent 

Compounded 
AMual 
Percent 

:wr ~ ~ :wr ~ fil!( 

1975 1978 

16,200 18,986 

2,549 3,533 

1,567 2,315 

2,967 4,287 

2,797 4,127 

3,732 6,638 

6,557 8,463 

8,944 8,144 

4,338 4,604 

1,769 2,051 

2,494 3,171 

3,572 4,701 

2,930 3,810 

2,102 5,127 

8,200 10,347 

68,898 90,304 

1975-78 

5.4 

11.5 

13.9 

13.1 

13.8 

21.2 

8.9 

5.5 

2.0 

5.1 

8.3 

7.8 

9.2 

34.6 

6.1 

9.4 

1978 

18,986 

3,533 

2,315 

4,287 

4,127 

8,838 

8,463 

8,144 

4,604 

2,051 

3,171 

4,701 

3,810 

5,127 

10,347 

90,304 

1981 

19,460 

3,997 

2,664 

5,018 

4,809 

1978·81 

0.8 

4.2 

5.1 

5.4 

5.2 

1981 

19,460 

3,997 

;!,664 

5,016 

4,809 

SEASONAL INTERCHANGE 

7,871 

8,698 

8,158 

4,462 

2,130 

3,158 

4,936 

3,519 

5,668 

10,424 

95,010 

5.8 

0.9 

0.1 

(0.9) 

1.3 

(.14) 

1.6 

(2.7) 

3.4 

0.3 

1.7 

7,871 

8,698 

8,158 

4,482 

2,130 

3,158 

4,936 

3,519 

5,668 

10,424 

95,010 

1964 

23,533 

5,341 

3,563 

6,798 

8,097 

10,445 

12,401 

10,568 

5,662 

3,123 

4,252 

6,252 

4,359 

7,400 

12,794 

124,588 

1981-64 

6.5 

10.1 

9.9 

10.7 

19.0 

9.9 

12.6 

9.0 

8.1 

13.6 

10.4 

8.2 

7.4 

9.3 

7.1 

9.5 

1964 

23,533 

5,341 

3,563 

6,798 

8,097 

1987 

30,960 

7,691 

5,041 

9,432 

12,864 

10,445 13,408 

12,401 17,723 

10,568 15,159 

5,662 9,511 

3,123 5,023 

4,252 6,616 

6,252 8,515 

4,359 5,649 

7,400 10,451 

12,794 17,007 

124,588 175,050 

Note: The period from 1978 to 1981 displayed in Table I was a 
recessionary period, characterized by gas shortages and gas price 
shocks, yet the compounded annual percent increase for the period 
was still1.7 percent. 

Compounded 
AM UBI 
Percent 
~ 

1964-87 

9.6 

12.9 

12.3 

11.5 

16.7 

8.7 

12.6 

12.8 

18.9 

17.2 

15.9 

10.9 

9.0 

12.2 

10.0 

12.0 

Compounded 
Annual 
Percent 
Qwua 

1975·87 

5.5 

9.6 

10.2 

10.1 

13.6 

11.2 

8.6 

6.7 

6.8 

9.1 

8.5 

7.1 

5.6 

14.3 

6.3 

8.1 

Compounded 
Annual 
Percent 
Qwua 

1980·1987 

7.8 

10.9 

10.4 

10.6 

15.9 

9.2 

11.2 

10.1 

12.1 

13.7 

11.8 

6.9 

7.8 

10.1 

7.9 

10.0 



During the most recent period, from 1984 to 1987, the compounded annual percent 
Increase jumped to 12 percent. 

The last column In Table I shows a compounded annual percent increase of 10 percent 
for the period 1980 to 1987. During this period, traffic on the Turnpike doubled as a 
clear result of the economic actlvltles In York County and the greater Portland area. 

Even taking into account the low traffic growth years during the recessionary period, the 
average annual percent increase for the 12-year period was 8.1 percent. A complete 
Table showing all traffic growth trends from 1975 to 1987 may be found in Appendix F. 

The Increasing demand for growth management efforts, building moratoria in the 
corridor, and the always present uncertainty of national economic conditions, as well as 
gasoline supply and pricing, clearly demonstrate the need for adjusting future growth to 
account for these factors. 

As a result of these adjustments, the 6 to 7 percent final projections resulting from this 
study are significantly more conservative than recent historical evidence would suggest, 
although the actual traffic demands are somewhat greater than those estimated in the 
previous study. 

The consultant developed estimates of growth at each Interchange for each of three 
traffic types: 

A. Passenger cars - cash payment 
B. Commuters 
C. Commercial vehicles 

Utilizing these factors and actual 1987 trip Information for each vehicle class, future trip 
distribution was determined using the Fratar process, a traffic forecasting technique 
widely utilized for such work. 

Table II shows a comparison of average daily traffic figures for mainline segments of the 
Turnpike for 1987 and 2000. As the Table shows, average daily traffic Is expected to at 
least double at these mainline segments by the year 2000. 

The detailed results of the traffic demands are listed in Appendices G and H, and show 
average dally traffic figures for the year 2000 with existing interchanges and future 
interchanges. Estimates were also developed for the Intervening years 1992 and 1997. 

While these figures show significant future traffic demand, the average long-term growth 
rate resulting from the process is significantly less than actual experience in the 
corridor, particularly over the last several years. For that reason one should expect 
actual traffic in the early years of the forecast to exceed estimates with longer term 
estimates becoming more reliable if a significant slowing of economic growth occurs. 
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1-1.2 Capacity and Level of Service 

A considerable effort has been made on ·a national level to more clearly define the 
capacity of various highways to handle traffic demands, or conversely, the level of 
service {LOS) provided to the traveling public under differing conditions. 

Of particular importance to this analysis are LOS D, E, and F. These levels of service are 
briefly described below: 

Level of Service D refers to a relatively unstable flow of traffic. In this range, small 
increases in flow cause substantial deterioration in service. 

Level of Service E describes operation at capacity. Operations in this level are extremely 
unstable, because there are virtually no usable gaps In the traffic stream. 

Level of Service F describes forced or breakdown conditions. Such conditions generally 
exist within queues forming behind breakdown points. 

A more detailed description of levels of service is located in Appendix I. 

While the average dally traffic estimates discussed earlier are of particular importance in 
developing revenue estimates, traffic service is normally measured on the basis of hourly 
traffic due to the wide variations throughout the course of the day. 

In terms of actual values, the maximum number of passenger vehldes, {commuter traffic) 
that two lanes in one direction can accommodate Is 4,000 vehides per hour. 

On the Maine Turnpike, adjusting for driver and traffic characteristics, such as 
recreational and other vehides in the traffic stream, the number of vehicles that can be 
reasonably accommodated In one hour is approximately 3,400 vehicles, the point at 
which traffic service drops to LOS E, extremely unstable conditions. Similarly, traffic 
service will drop from LOS E to LOS F - stop-and-go conditions - for volumes exceeding 
about 3,600 vehides In an hour. 

Some observers suggest that existing traffic on the Maine Turnpike has not reached 
"capacity." A review of Table Ill derived from the Highway Capacity Manual 
demonstrates how modest Increases in traffic volumes will result in major decreases in 
traffic speed and service. Throughout much of the volume range in the chart, average 
speeds do not vary significantly; however, once the capacity of the facility is 
approached, traffic speeds and service deteriorate very rapidly. As will be demonstrated, 
these conditions are Imminent. 
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Based upon such parameters, the Turnpike Authority must balance the traffic service it 
is, and will be, providing for those who pay to use the Turnpike against the cost and 
financial feasibility of providing improved facilities. 

1-1.3 Peak Hour Traffic 

The MTA has not historically Identified or retained hourly traffic volume Information. 
With the exception of some traffic counting in 1985 and some anecdotal information 
regarding certain peak hours, little direct historical hourly Turnpike Information exists. 
To provide a basis for such figures for this analysis, the Turnpike staff coded 1986 hourly 
traffic statistics at the York toll plaza. In addition, the consultant reviewed historical 
information from a continuous traffic recorder operated by the MDOT on 1-95 in Kittery. 
The continuous traffic recorder data was reviewed from an historical perspective, since 
most of the traffic at York also uses 1-95 and represents a significant portion of the 
Kittery traffic. 

The growth of peak hour traffic on 1-95 at Kittery has been quite significant, and has 
generally reflected annual traffic growth in the corridor. 

An analysis of the 1986 southbound hourly traffic at York on the Maine Turnpike reveals 
that the 30th highest hour represents 21.25 percent of the average daily traffic (ADn and 
the 50th highest hour represents 19.6 percent. 

The 30th highest hour Is the national highway design standard utilized by traffic 
professionals throughout the country to determine highway configurations. Analysis has 
shown that the actual hourly volumes that exceed this level rise very rapidly and would 
create uneconomic expenditures if one were to attempt to satisfy these higher hourly 
needs. On the other hand, using a lesser figure quickly adds many hours that will exceed 
the design parameters, during which time many vehicles will face service deterioration. 

On occasion, the 50th highest hour has been considered for use on non-toll, highly 
recreational roads, generally with peak hours 25 to 30 percent or more of ADT. 

While we do not recommend that the Turnpike use this figure for design purposes, it is 
useful as a part of the level of service analysis to evaluate this range of Impacts. 

It is also useful to note that at this time, the first 30 to 50 highest hours at York on the 
Turnpike generally occur on the holidays from Memorial Day to Labor Day and on 
summer weekends. 

While a high percentage of the traffic at York during those periods are out-of-state 
tourists, It should be noted that during this same period, out-of-state travelers have 
historically generated 70 percent of the toll revenue on the Turnpike. It is also of 
interest that after the first fifty hours, weekends In the fall and spring and other holidays 
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become involved, with increased percentages of Maine students and citizens contributing 
to the traffic stream. 

1-1.4 Widening Needs 

Utilizing the peak hour factors previously discussed, and the conservative traffic demand 
forecasts, it is estimated that the 30th highest hour In just four years, (1992) would 
approximate 4,400 vehicles and the 50th hour would be nearly 4,100 vehicles at York, 
with only slightly less on the Saco-Scarborough section. 

Both of those levels exceed the ability of a two lane (one direction) facility to physically 
accommodate the vehicles even if they were all passenger cars. 

By this point In time, 1992, traffic demands will exceed capacity (drop to level of 
service E) approximately 120 hours during the year and actual stop-and-go traffic 
conditions will occur during almost 100 of these hours. These are traffic conditions that 
the consultant believes Maine Turnpike users and Maine citizens will find intolerable 
and unacceptable. 

In evaluating the peak hour traffic growth between the present and the 1992 period, It is 
clear that the following conditions will occur on the southern end of the Maine Turnpike 
no later than the years indicated: 

30th hour 50th hour 

Level of Service E 1989 1990 

Level of Service F 1990 1991 

Since the minimum construction period for the proposed widening project is anticipated 
to be three years, it Is clear that if the Turnpike Is to provide even reasonable traffic 
service to its users, construction should begin at the earliest possible time. 

1-1.5 Commuter Traffic 

From the standpoint of average annual daily traffic, the segment of heaviest Turnpike 
travel actually occurs between Saco and Scarborough. Based on previous analyses, 
however, the actual peak hour traffic volume Is slightly less on the Scarborough end 
than at York. This condition obviously exists because of the larger amount of year-round 
commuter traffic approaching the Portland area which Increases total traffic, without 
appreciably adding to the normal peak conditions. 

One of the areas of concern has been the capability of the Turnpike to serve these 
commuter traffic peaks In the future. Based upon a review of a variety of traffic records, 
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the consultant believes that the commuter peaks represent II to 12 percent of the average 
daily traffic. Based on this premise, the Turnpike would be operating at capacity for 
commuter trips between Saco and Scarborough within a year or two after the earliest 
possible date for completion of widening. 

1-t .6 Construction Period Traffic Service 

It should be noted that the capacity and level of service figures previously discussed 
assume full width highway lanes and shoulders and high-speed alignment. 

Decreases In lane or shoulder widths, detours, etc., which may be necessary during the 
construction period will greatly reduce the capacity for handling traffic. Unless unusual 
care is taken in the management of traffic during construction, monumental traffic 
backups will occur. 

It Is Important to note that proceeding with the Turnpike widening project does not 
necessarily preclude the employment of traffic management alternatives. The possibility 
exists for employing these techniques wherever possible to help minimize congestion 
both during and after the construction of a third lane on the Turnpike. 

1-2 USER BENEFITS ANALYSIS 

The probable user benefits associated with the proposed Turnpike widening were 
analyzed. The study was undertaken to determine the estimated benefits to motorists that 
would result from the widening related to accident reduction, operating cost reductions 
and reduction In delay to motorists. 

Converted to monetary values, the total discounted value of net user benefits Is estimated 
at $429,003,000. 

The full report of the users benefits analysis Is contained in Appendix J. 

Table IV presents a summary of net user benefits, which were calculated annually 
between 1992 and 2000. As shown In Table IV, small increases associated with the 
widening are greatly offset by sizable reductions In annual delay and accident savings. 
In the opening year, 1992, total net annual user benefits are estimated to be $8.2 
million, projected to Increase to over $49 million by the year 2000. 
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TABLE IV 

SUMMARY OF NET USER BENEFITS 

YEAR ANNUAL ANNUAL ANNUAL TOTAL PRESENT 
VEHICLE DELAY ACCIDENT ANNUAL VALUE OF 
OPERATING SAVINGS SAVINGS BENEFITS BENEFITS 1 
SAVINGS 

(-----------------------tho us and s--------------------------) 

1992 $ (493) $ 5,751 $2,944 $8,202 $ 6,426 
1993 (507) 8,266 3,492 11,202 8,395 
1994 (522) 11,130 4,067 14,675 10,430 
1995 (537) 14,382 4,933 18,778 12,709 
1996 (553) 18,064 5,834 23,345 15,048 
1997 (569) 22,231 6,775 28,437 17,457 
1998 (137) 27,498 7,483 34,844 20,373 
1999 (33) 33,487 8,344 41,798 23,273 
2000 (8) 40,265 9,227 49,484 26,241 

Next 11 years Annually: $ 26.241 

20-Year Total: $ 429,003 

1 Calculated at a discount rate of 5 percent per year to 1987 dollars. 

Source: Wilbur Smith and Associates, User Benefits Analysis, 1988 

In evaluating the economic justification for major transportation investments such as the 
proposed widening program, it is customary to determine the net present value of future 
benefits. In accordance with procedures suggested in the AASHTO Manual for such 
studies, future benefits were discounted at an annual rate of 5 percent per year to a 
1987 base year level. In this way, the total net present value of benefits over the entire 
analysis period can be related to the uninflated 1987-level cost of the improvement 
($78.9 million for the widening) in determining a benefit/cost ratio. 

Even after discounting to present value, net user benefits associated with the widening 
increase steadily through the year 2000. Over $26.2 million in discounted benefits are 
shown for that year. 

While traffic forecasts beyond the year 2000 were not available for use in the analysis, 
it is clear that the economic justification for major transportation investments should be 
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evaluated over a longer design life than the nine years shown in Table IV. A 20-year 
evaluation period is considered more reasonable. A conservative estimate of net user 
benefits subsequent to the year 2000 was made by assuming that the discounted level of 
benefits remains constant for the next 11 years annually. 

In effect, this assumes that Increases in annual user benefits beyond the year 2000 occur 
at a rate equal to the 5 percent compounded annual discount rate. 

The total discounted present value of net user benefits of $429,003,000 Is considered to 
be a conservative estimate for the following reasons: 

Net discounted benefits subsequent to the year 2000 are assumed to remain 
constant, in the face of an increasing pattern prior to the year 2000. 

The method used In computing annual benefits involved an iterative cycling 
throughout the year using typical hourly, daily and monthly variations. While 
this Is considered a reasonable approach on an annualized basis, it 
understates potential benefits during uniquely high periods of congestion, 
such as peak summer holiday weekends. 

The lowest average speed at volume/capacity (V /C) ratios greater than 1.0 was 
assumed to be 20 mph; In practice, under periods of totally forced flow, 
average travel speeds below this level may be quite common. In addition, the 
maximum average free-flow speeds were computed at approximately 58 mph, 
based on prior research; In practice, with the recently Increased speed limits, 
maximum free-flow speeds may be somewhat higher. 

1-3 PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR THE WIDENING 

In addition to the quantitative evidence that the widening is justified is the qualitative 
evidence that emerged from both the survey of community officials and the attitudinal 
survey of Maine residents. 

1-3.1 Municipal Officials' Comments on the Widening 

When asked their opinion of adding a third lane on the Turnpike, 29 municipal officials 
(81 percent) Indicated that they were In favor of third lane construction. Six officials ( 17 
percent) were not In favor of the expansion and one Individual was undecided. 

Regarding the preparation of a fourth lane, 23 officials (64 percent) were in favor, nine 
(25 percent) were not In favor, and four (11 percent) Indicated that It might be a good 
Idea at a later date. It Is Important to note that those who were In favor of preparing for 
a fourth lane believed that it would make the most sense In economic terms and in terms 
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of minimizing disruptions at a later time when fourth lane preparation may become 
necessary. 

1-3.2 Maine Residents' Comments on the Widening 

More than half of the Maine citizens polled felt that the Turnpike should be widened. 
Fifty-six percent were In favor of the widening, 3 7 percent were opposed and seven 
percent didn't know If the Turnpike should be widened or not. 

Regarding congestion on the Turnpike, of the Maine citizens polled, 50.9 percent said 
that "congestion is getting worse and we need to do something about it," while 15.2 
percent said that "congestion is getting worse, but we don't have to do anything about it 
at this time. 20.3 percent felt that congestion was not getting worse. 13.6 percent had no 
opinion. 

When asked if they had experienced any significant delays in their travels on the 
turnpike, a sizeable group of frequent users of the turnpike (58 percent) stated that they 
had. Frequent users are defined as those who use the Turnpike five days a week or more. 
Of the total respondents surveyed, 27.7 percent indicated that they had experienced 
significant delays, while 70.4 percent had not. 1.9 percent had no opinion. 

On the question of the effect of widening on congestion, 57.6 percent of those surveyed 
felt that widening the highway would relieve congestion. 16.5 percent felt that it would 
not relieve congestion, and 16 percent said that it would have no effect. 10 percent 
didn't know how widening would affect congestion. 62.5 percent of frequent users felt 
that widening the Turnpike would relieve congestion. 

1-4 TRAFFIC MANAGEMENf AlfiRNATIVES 

The obvious alternative to widening the Turnpike is very simply not to widen the 
Turnpike. Under "no-build" conditions, the problem of traffic congestion would 
presumably be dealt with by using traffic management approaches. The idea of traffic 
management is not new. However, its operational effectiveness has been the subject of 
much debate over the years. The following discussion illustrates why. 

Traffic management strategies Include, but are not limited to: ride sharing, staggered 
work hours, parking controls, communication techniques, and land-use planning. 
Techniques Involving peak hour pricing and toll reductions will be addressed in Part Ill 
in the Fare Structure section. 

The literature on traffic management alternatives includes a number of studies designed 
to measure the effectiveness of management techniques. The majority of these studies 
focus on highly congested urban areas with on-going, highly predictable congestion 
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periods. Few studies directly relate traffic management strategies to the nature of the 
problems experienced on the Maine Turnpike. 

A 1980 study conducted for the MTA examined the trip purpose distribution of 
passenger vehicles by state of registration. The results showed that the trip purposes of 
drivers on the Turnpike were quite varied. Table V shows the results. 

Trip Purpose 

To/From Work 
Work Related Trip 
Personal Business 
Shopping 
Social/Recreation 
School 
Vacation 
Camping 
Sightseeing 

TABLE V 

%of ME 
Registered 
Users 

31 
18 
15 
11 
16 

1 
6 
1 
1 

%ofMA % ofNH 
Registered Registered 
Users Users 

2 13 
14 22 

9 13 
4 6 

21 20 
1 1 

44 23 
4 1 
1 1 

*NOTE: Percentages do not add to 1 00 because of rounding of numbers. 

Source: Wilbur Smith and Associates, MTA Commuter Plan, 1981 

Table V is indicative of the diverse driver population on the Turnpike. The Maine drivers' 
destinations are primarily work related; the Massachusetts drivers have vacation and 
recreation as their primary trip purposes; and the New Hampshire drivers are almost 
evenly split between work-related and vacation/soda! related trip purposes. 

Judging from the study of driver characteristics, it Is clear that the composition of Maine 
Turnpike drivers does not offer a particularly good target population in terms of 
employing traffic management strategies. Furthermore, even If it were realistic to remove 
a significant portion of the commuter vehicles (the primary target of traffic management 
efforts) during current congested periods, such vehicles would constitute only a small 
percentage of the Turnpike users. 

Given the economic and personal costs Involved in implementing such management 
techniques as ride sharing and staggered work hours, It would not be cost effective given 
that a large part of the driver population would not be affected. 
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One study that addressed the issue of recreational traffic management (Hughes, 1982) 
compared the effectiveness of route diversion and time diversion strategies. Hughes 
found that route diversion strategies were effective in reducing recreational traffic 
congestion In intercity corridors. 

However, Hughes acknowledged that route diversion strategies will only work if the 
recreational corridor has acceptable alternate routes. An alternate route is considered 
acceptable if "1) it has enough excess capacity to adequately accommodate the proposed 
diverted traffic, 2) drivers are aware of it, and 3) guidance is provided such that drivers, 
once diverted from the primary route, can progress easily and confidently along it." 
(Hughes, 1982) 

Clearly, this diversion strategy Is not a viable management alternative for the Maine 
Turnpike. The most obvious alternate route, Route 1, does not have the capacity to 
handle Turnpike overflow, nor can travelers progress easily and confidently down this 
corridor during peak traffic demand periods. 

On the issue of time diversion strategies, Hughes found few studies pertaining to 
recreational traffic management. He did, however, cite one study in which a radio 
message was broadcast on commercial radio In Baltimore and Washington to divert 
traffic to off-peak times on the Chesapeake Bay Bridge. This experiment was considered 
successful. 

Again, this method of traffic management Is somewhat difficult to employ in Maine, due 
to the geographical make-up of travelers entering the state via the Turnpike. Travelers 
originating in Boston, New York, Connecticut, etc. would obviously not be in the same 
radio market and would therefore not hear a traffic diversion message in time to alter 
their trips. Even if this logistical problem could be overcome, these same travelers would 
be more conscious of other congested areas as they departed on their trips. For example, 
those traveling through the Boston area would have the tendency to place greater 
priority on avoiding commuter congestion problems in that area. 

However, the MT A already provides traffic condition bulletins in various radio markets. 
When accidents occur, the Turnpike alerts local radio and 1V stations, and depending on 
the severity of the traffic impact, radio stations In other geographical areas. In addition, 
the Turnpike is in the process of Implementing a traffic condition phone line which will 
provide a taped recording of current traffic conditions. These efforts are worthwhile, yet 
even integrated with other techniques, they cannot realistically be expected to 
significantly affect congestion conditions. 

In considering the impact of parking controls on congestion, It is important to bear in 
mind that not only are parking controls out of the jurisdiction of the Maine Turnpike 
Authority, but that even if they were employed, it would be difficult to assess the effect 
on peak period travelers. 
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Since the majority of travelers in the peak period traffic stream are out-of-staters, it Is 
likely that imposing parking charges at common destinations such as malls would have 
little impact on these travelers. 

Similarly, given the type of traveler In the peak period congestion fiow, I.e. tourists from 
all over the Northeast, it would be virtually Impossible to employ ride sharing and 
staggered work hours on this population. 

The literature clearly indicates that in order for ride sharing and staggered work hour 
programs to work, there must be a significant commitment on the part of local 
employers to provide the support and resources necessary to accomplish the goal of 

·traffic reduction. 

But even in the best of all worlds, where a city's congestion problem is directly related 
to commuter traffic, and employers are committed to traffic management concepts, the 
traffic management techniques are still not widely accepted as having a major effect on 
congestion. 

Thus, there Is little In the research literature to indicate that management approaches 
can be a substitute for, or delay the need for, the widening - especially with the latest 
traffic projections showing quite clearly that strong future growth will occur on the 
Turnpike. 

This does not mean that management approaches are not worth investigating. It does 
mean that an Intelligent discussion of traffic management must begin with hard data 
relating to the origin and destination of Turnpike users, their trip purposes and times of 
use. 

An update of the aforementioned 1980 ongm and destination study is needed. The 
formation of basic trip pattern data would lay the foundation for an on-going analysis of 
the necessity and applicability of management techniques and provide the framework for 
developing specific strategies for relieving future Turnpike congestion, as well as, and 
more importantly, Route 1 congestion. 

It is much more practical at this time for the Maine Turnpike Authority to consider 
seasonal pricing and toll reduction techniques (e.g. the commuter discount program) In 
conjunction with the widening. (A discussion of pricing issues Is found in Part III of the 
Findings section, under Fare Structure.) 

Finally, according to one study, (Schoenfeld and Chadda, 1985), land-use planning is 
probably the single most effective long-range option for reducing travel demand In 
urban areas. By encouraging mixed type of land use, I.e. commercial, office, and 
recreational facilities all on the same site, there would be less dependence on private 
automobiles, and trip frequency and length would also likely decrease. It is important to 
note that the Maine Legislature has recently enacted a program to Increase land-use 
planning efforts. 
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Also, in developing traffic estimates for the purposes of this report, the consultants 
considered the possible effects of land-use planning and building moratoria on traffic 
demand and the traffic estimates are thought to be quite conservative. 

1-4.1 Maine Residents' Comments on Traffic Management 

Regarding management alternatives, the responses to the attitudinal survey of Maine 
residents were quite informative. 

When Maine residents were asked how they felt about staggered work hours, 32.6 
percent of respondents were strongly in favor of this traffic management technique, 18.2 
percent were somewhat in favor, 26.6 percent were strongly against, and 10.3 percent 
were somewhat against the plan. 12.2 percent had no opinion. 

However, when asked if they would personally be willing to work staggered work hours 
or staggered work days, only 26.6 percent were strongly in favor and 11.9 percent were 
somewhat in favor. Those who were strongly against the idea represented 34.7 percent 
of the sample while 7.2 percent were somewhat against it. 19.7 percent had no opinion. 

These numbers represent a shift in terms of those individuals who are theoretically in 
favor of staggered work hours versus those who would actually agree to participate in 
such a program. Whereas 50.8 percent of respondents were somewhat or strongly in 
favor of participating on a theoretical basis, only 38.5 percent of the respondents were 
somewhat or strongly in favor of actually participating in a staggered work hour plan. 

A similar gap between theory and practice was found in the responses to the question 
regarding ride sharing programs. The individuals polled in the attitudinal survey were 
asked if they would be In favor of or against ride sharing. Two thirds of respondents (66 
percent) were in favor of ride sharing. However, when asked if they would be willing to 
participate in a ride sharing program, 50.8 percent responded that they would not. 

Thus, it would seem that the general attitude toward traffic management alternatives in 
theory is relatively favorable, but in reality, the level of interest in participation in these 
programs is not very strong. 

1-5 SECONDARY IMPACTS 

The task of assessing secondary impacts of Turnpike widening on those communities 
most directly affected (southerly corridor communities) must stem from an evaluation of 
changes in traffic patterns. If Turnpike widening itself were to place additional traffic 
burdens on corridor communities, the assessment of secondary impacts would be 
derived from a process of tracing the affects of this additional burden on area 
communities. 
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At the outset, It should be noted that the southerly corridor communities are undergoing 
extreme pressures from economic growth and development, hence Increasing traffic 
burdens and congestion. The consultants' Initial task, therefore, was to evaluate the 
Independent effect that Turnpike widening would have on traffic conditions In an area 
already experiencing and projected to continue to experience, heavy growth and 
development. 

This heavy growth and development arises out of the area's desirability as a place to 
live, work and enjoy recreation, given Its proximity to the Portland and Boston 
economic centers and Its coastal location. 

When considering the question of secondary Impacts, one must remember that the 
growth and development In the region is not a direct product of derived demand from 
availability of Turnpike capacity. Rather, it Is a product of independent economic choice 
and land use decision-making. In fact, the need for Turnpike widening is in itself a 
secondary impact of growth In the corridor. 

It should be noted that this assessment does not include a review of environmental 
Impacts. The direct environmental Impacts of Turnpike construction will be subject to 
environmental review and permitting through the Department of Environmental 
Protection's required process. The preparation of an environmental assessment Is 
currently underway. 

Specifically quantifying the Impact of the Turnpike widening on Route 1 Is difficult in 
the absence of concrete measurements of traffic patterns In the Route 1 corridor. There 
are, however, sufficient sources of Information to draw sound conclusions from a 
qualitative review. Some concern was expressed following the original capital 
Improvement study that not enough attention had been paid to traffic impacts, hence 
secondary impacts, on the Route 1 corridor. This broadened study was designed to 
assure community input regarding traffic Implications of the widening. Residents of the 
communities lining the Route 1 corridor were understandably concerned about the 
potential impacts on an area that has experienced a significant increase in traffic 
congestion. 

1-5.1 Municipal Officials' Opinions Regarding Secondary Impacts 

Slightly more than half of the municipal officials surveyed felt that the Turnpike 
widening would have an effect on Route 1 traffic, with the majority believing that It 
would help ease congestion on Route 1. 

Of those who believed the widening would impact on Route 1, fourteen respondents (64 
percent of 22) felt that the widening would decrease traffic on Route 1, while four ( 18 
percent) believed that It would Increase traffic on Route 1. The remaining four 
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Individuals who felt Route 1 would be impacted were not sure whether it would create 
more congestion on Route 1 or relieve congestion. 

1-5.2 Maine Residents and Route t 

While Maine residents polled in the attitudinal survey were not specifically asked 
whether or not they felt the widening would Impact Route 1 , they were asked if they 
ever avoid Route 1 because they know it will be too crowded. 

Seventy-two percent responded that they avoid Route 1 because they know it will be 
too crowded. Of those 72 percent, 53 percent frequently avoid Route 1 and the other 19 
percent occasionally avoid It. Twenty-four percent stated that they do not avoid Route 1 
because they think it will be crowded and three percent had no opinion. 

These results may indicate that if presented with the choice of driving on the Turnpike 
or Route 1, the majority of those polled (72 percent) are at least familiar with the 
congestion problem on Route 1 and make a conscious decision to drive on the Turnpike 
whenever possible. 

In addition to surveying community officials and Maine residents on the subject of the 
Route 1 Impacts, a review of Route 1 corridor studies and related route selection studies 
was also conducted. 

1-5.3 Review of Route t Corridor and Diversion Studies 

In an attempt to determine the potential secondary Impacts of the widening on Route 1 
traffic, three studies were examined: 

1. A 1966 study conducted by Richard M. Michaels of the U.S. Bureau of Public 
Roads, which examined drivers attitudes toward route selection and the reasons 
for choosing to drive on one road or the other. The two roads studied were the 
Maine Turnpike and Route 1. 

2. A Route 1 traffic survey conducted in 1969 by consultant Murray D. Segal, which 
examined the reasons why motorists chose to use Route 1 as opposed to the 
Maine Turnpike. 

3. A recent traffic study prepared by the Maine Department of Transportation for the 
Route 1 Corridor Committee which examined the rate of growth in traffic for the 
period from 1975 to 1987. 

Michaels found that drivers evaluate alternative highways in a rational, though 
subjective fashion and that these evaluations appear to be independent of the usual 
monetary schemes for rationalizing highway benefits and costs. 
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According to Michaels, drivers learn the characteristics of particular roadways and form 
an opinion of each roadway that then affects their route selection choices. Interestingly, 
the study suggested that the overall stress Incurred In driving was a more important 
determinant of route selection than either operating costs or travel time costs. This may 
explain why the majority of Maine residents In the attitudinal survey, when asked if 
they had to choose between paying higher tolls or experiencing more congestion, chose 
higher tolls (64 percent) over more congestion (22 percent). 

In studying drivers route choice of either Route 1 or the Maine Turnpike, Michaels 
found that the more drivers experienced both highways, the more Route 1 was viewed 
less favorably. ·using a stress management technique, Michaels compared the level of 
stress of Route 1 drivers versus Maine Turnpike drivers. He found that the tension 
aroused in drivers on the Turnpike was approximately half the amount generated in 
Route 1 drivers. The tension was thought to be derived from interferences experienced 
on Route 1. 

Michaels believed that the stress experienced on Route 1 was the basis upon which 
many drivers chose to use the Turnpike. The findings further indicated that the more 
frequent a trip and the longer the duration of a trip, the more drivers used the Turnpike. 

The Michaels findings are Interesting In terms of estimating secondary impacts on Route 
1 from the Turnpike widening. The study points to the fact that drivers will choose the 
path of least resistance, meaning the one that causes them the least tension and provides 
the fewest obstacles. It would follow that after a driver has experienced driving on 
Route 1 on any particular day In the summer, he or she would be unlikely to choose 
this route again In the future and would opt for the Turnpike Instead. 

A second study conducted In 1969 by consultant Murray D. Segal examined the reasons 
why motorists chose to use Route 1 as opposed to the Maine Turnpike. The reasons for 
using Route 1 and the percentage breakdown in each category were as follows: 

Avoid tolls 10.7% 
Stops on Route 1 8.1% 
Scenic drive 28.8% 
More convenient 43.9% 
Other 8.4% 

TOTAL 100.00% 

While an update of the 1969 route choice study has not yet been done, one would 
expect that with a significant increase in congestion along the Route 1 corridor during 
the peak summer months, there would be a sharp decrease in drivers using Route 1 for 
"scenic" purposes. 
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Similarly, the percentage of drivers who used Route 1 to avoid tolls on the turnpike 
would likely decrease if the driving time saved on the Turnpike was significant. The 
drivers remaining on Route 1 would likely be those who had short-term stops to make 
or those for whom Route 1 was the most convenient road to their destination. 

A more recent traffic review done by MOOT planners for the Route 1 Corridor 
Committee examined the rate of growth in traffic for the period from 1975 to 1987. 

The MOOT found that the rate of travel growth at selected locations along Route 
between the Maine/New Hampshire border and the Arundei/Biddeford town line ranged 
from a low of 1 percent to a high of 5.8 percent per year with an overall average for the 
corridor of 3.8 percent. For the same period of time, 1975-1987, the Turnpike 
experienced a 1 0 percent annual increase in traffic growth. 

The MOOT review found the traffic growth rate of 3.8 percent to be somewhat greater 
than that experienced on a statewide basis for the same period, however it was thought 
to be relatively low considering the extent of development that had occurred along the 
corridor in the same period of time. 

This may suggest that Route 1 had In fact reached its saturation point. The MOOT 
planners concluded that during heavy peak traffic periods in the summer months, drivers 
may deliberately choose other roadways to avoid congestion, where alternatives exist. 

This would suggest that drivers are sensitive to congestion delays and will alter their 
choice of routes in favor of the least congested and most convenient roadway. 

The findings mentioned above may seem quite obvious. They parallel the observations 
made by community officials and Maine residents polled in the attitudinal surveys. 

If people avoided Route 1 due to congestion back in 1970, one can only assume that in 
light of the traffic growth since that time, they will continue to avoid Route 1 today. 
However, given the increasing problem of congestion on the Turnpike, one must 
question how this will affect route selection. When two parallel roads are similarly 
congested at the same times of the year, very few viable choices for drivers remain. 

In summary, growth and development along the Route 1 corridor is occurring in a 
fashion independent of Turnpike travel capacity. There is no creditable evidence to 
suggest that not widening the Turnpike will slow or ameliorate Route 1 congestion. 

On the contrary, all Indications suggest that failure to widen will not only compromise 
through travel to other regions of the state, but will contribute to congestion In the 
southerly corridor. The lost trips that travelers into Maine may be expected to forego 
due to congestion are the not as likely to be the closer trips Into this southern-most 
region as they are the longer trips into other regions in the State. Lack of available 
Turnpike capacity during congested periods will diminish the viability of the Turnpike 
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as an alternative route for travel within the region during periods of simultaneous 
congestion between Route 1 and the Turnpike. 

While the Impacts of not widening carry significant Implications for Route 1 
communities, the widening itself only prevents a bad situation from worsening. As will 
be seen in the following sections, there is much that the Turnpike can do to help 
alleviate the serious traffic problems in the region. 

1-6 INTERCHANGE/ ACCESS IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS 

1-6.1 Municipal Officials' Opinions Regarding Interchange/ Access Improvement 
Projects 

Municipal officials along the Route 1 corridor were asked for their comments and 
suggestions regarding the proposed interchange improvement program. 

Before delving into the specifics of the suggestions, an overview of the MOOTs Maine 
Turnpike Interchange Program, primarily funded by the MTA, is needed to place the 
suggestions within the context of Maine's overall transportation program. 

State Legislation allows for the development of new or improved interchange access to 
the Maine Turnpike along with connecting roadways. According to the Legislation, 
before new Interchanges or access roads may be constructed, it must first be determined 
that they have a sufficient relationship to the public's use of the Turnpike and the 
orderly flow of traffic on the Turnpike so that the use of the Turnpike revenues is 
warranted to pay all or part of th~ cost of maintaining or constructing the access roads 
or Interchanges. 

The factors that are considered in making this determination include: vehicle volume on 
access roads, the availability of alternative roads, the effects of construction on the flow 
of traffic, the effect of the failure of the Authority to pay or help in the payment of 
assodated costs, and the availability of Turnpike revenues to cover costs. 

Since 1981, projects In Lewiston/ Auburn and In southern Maine have benefitted from 
this program. An access road In Auburn has already been completed and an 
access/interchange project In Lewiston is scheduled for completion in 1989. 

In addition to Interchanges, the Turnpike Authority provides $4.7 million annually to 
the MDOT to help support costs beyond the Turnpike itself. In addition, the 113th Maine 
Legislature allowed the Turnpike Authority to fund up to an additional $4 million/year 
for Improvements on roads through which the Turnpike passes, If funds are available. 

Over the next two years, one project scheduled for work is an $11.2 million 
connector/interchange facility in Scarborough, of which the Turnpike's share is $8.6 
milllon. Already under construction Is a $6.4 million access road Improvement project 
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between U.S. Route 1 and State Route 111 in Biddeford to service the existing Maine 
Turnpike interchange, of which the Turnpike's share is 50 percent {$3.2 million). 

Highway administrators are constantly faced with the task of addressing the needs of a 
deteriorating roadway network. Statewide, many improvements made in the 1960s and 
1970s have reached or are now approaching the end of their useful lives and are in need 
of restoration or rehabilitation. 

Maine citizens have historically recognized the l_mportance of a well-functioning road 
network, and the concern was re-emphasized In 1987 when the Governor's Economic 
Development Task Force conducted meetings around the state. At every Task Force 
hearing, the message was dear: Maine's highways need to be improved to modem 
standards if economic growth Is to be sustained. 

Maine has almost 22,000 miles of public roadway. The MOOT estimates show that 
Improvements to 1 ,300 miles of roads known as "corridors of economic significance" 
will cost approximately $600 million. Over the next two years, the State's Transportation 
Improvement Program plans $221.56 million worth of work, combining funds from 
federal, state and local sources .. 

Maine Is entering a period of increased highway needs and dwindling sources of federal 
money to help with the problems. Thus, potential Improvements must meet several 
criteria and be rated for priority. Evaluative criteria include a project's relationship to 
economic development, traffic impacts, safety and, of course, budget considerations. 

In the course of this study, a preliminary assessment of the community interest in Route 
1 improvements was conducted. This assessment Is preliminary in nature because an 
examination of Route 1 corridor Improvements is currently underway through the 
MOOT. 

The MOOT study focuses on the communities of Kittery, York, Ogunquit and Wells and 
involves a thorough assessment of the traffic problems along the Route 1 corridor. A 
primary focus of the study will be the development of land use regulations to better 
address traffic Impacts in the area. 

Beyond that study area, the MOOT is undertaking a study directed at the 
Blddeford/Saco/Oid Orchard Beach area which includes the feasibility of an 1-195 
connector in Old Orchard Beach and a Biddeford Bridge and by-pass of the downtown 
area. 

The following is an overview o'f the status of projects brought to the consultant's 
attention in the course of surveying the municipal officials along the southern corridor. 
Possible changes or improvements are listed and are followed by brief responses to these 
suggestions. The suggestions were reviewed with the planning office of the Maine 
Department of Transportation {Moon to determine to what extent they have been 
requested and examined in the past or are currently under review. 
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The specific Improvement needs mentioned, by town, are as follows: 

York 
Move first toll gate In York further south 
Provide more direct access to York Beach area 

It Is not clear what wpuld be accomplished by moving the York toll gate south, and It 
does not appear to be a viable alternative. While it is necessary to replace the toll plaza 
due to settlement problems at the current location, the plan is to relocate the toll booth 
north of its current location, in a flat, plateau area. 

The recommendation to increase access to the York Beach area has been proposed In the 
past. Previously It has been strongly opposed by the community and therefore was not 
approved. While the plan still has merit from a traffic management standpoint, it would 
be more difficult to pursue this plan today, given the extent to which the area has been 
developed and the past opposition to the Idea. 

Ogunquit 
New Interchange at Ogunquit 
New interchange north and south of Ogunquit 
New Interchange at Ogunquit/Wells/Moody Beach area 
Seasonal Interchange at Ogunquit 
Add by-pass from Ogunquit to Cozy Comer (Route 1 one-way. by-pass the 
other way) 

The municipal officials who participated in the survey most frequently mentioned 
Ogunquit as the area most in need of a new Interchange. 

There was some concern expressed that a new Interchange at Ogunquit would negatively 
impact Route 1. However, a large majority felt that It would relieve congestion on Route 
1. This opinion was shared by the MOOT planners. The MOOT consulting engineers are 
currently reviewing a number of different configurations in the Ogunquit area. 

The MOOT planners feel that a new Interchange south of Ogunquit would not do much 
for the area in terms of reconfigurlng the existing traffic patterns, but that an 
interchange north of Ogunquit would help alleviate congestion. 

It Is assumed that a northern Interchange would help to move more traffic out of the 
congested Route 1 area than it brings ln. The Moody Beach area was thought to be a 
logical place for a new interchange. 

The MOOT also felt that a new Interchange in Ogunquit should be year-round, not 
seasonal, because this stretch of the Route 1 corridor has become less seasonal in nature 
over the years and the current traffic volume warrants a year-round interchange. 
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The recommendation for a new Cozy Comer configuration was considered in the past, 
but was met with strong opposition from the business community. 

The Route 1 Corridor Committee Is studying other by-pass options in this area and 
evaluating whether or not community views have changed. 

Wells 
Install light at Wells exit with more stacking capacity 
Move York toll booth so Turnpike Is free past Wells 

The Turnpike Authority should evaluate the the need for a light at the Wells exit and 
implement it if a close examination of traffic conditions warrants it. 

It would be impossible to move the York toll booth without losing necessary revenue. It 
might be possible to partially overcome this by charging northbound travelers, but there 
would be no way to capture the revenue southbound unless all traffic was charged for 
the full length of the road, which would result in serious overcharging of drivers exiting 
at Wells. 

Kennebunk/ Arundel 
Widen overpass on Old Alfred Road 
Add pedestrian walkway over the Old Limerick Road overpass next to the 
school 

The overpass on the Old Alfred Road is currently a one-lane bridge that will be widened 
in conjunction with the widening project. 

The pedestrian walkway is being considered in the final design stages of that overpass. 

Sanford 
New interchange at Sanford 

There is no question that Sanford has experienced rapid growth In the past few years. In 
fact, Route 1 09 and Route 111 have been identified as areas for improvement and funds 
have been set aside in the MOOT's supplemental budget for improving these roads. 
Routes 109 and 111 already provide fairly direct access to the Turnpike. As long as they 
are upgraded, this should lessen the need for a new interchange in Sanford. 

Biddeford 
Biddeford exit should be changed to make entering Route 1 easier 
Add temporary traffic light at Exit 4 
Need longer approach to toll booth at Exit 4 
Widen Route 111 
New Interchange at South Street 
New crossing over the Saco River 
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Comments have been received that relate to the problem of entering Route 1 from 
Biddeford. A new extension from the Turnpike to Route 1 would effectively allow 
drivers to by-pass the Five Points area in Biddeford and enter and exit the Turnpike 
more easily. 

The MTA has considered a temporary traffic light at Exit 4 and determined that it would 
cause more problems during the construction phase than it would alleviate. However, 
the MTA Is currently considering having a traffic control officer on duty during 
congested hours. 

Once the extension Is completed, the Intersection will be signalized which should 
resolve the traffic backup at Exit 4. The MOOT will also be examining the options for 
turnouts from this road. 

Route 111 Is currently intended as a two-lane roadway, but there Is a possibility of 
adding a third lane for use as a turning lane near the Route 1 Intersection. MOOT 
planners Indicated that this Is under review. Additionally, during the final design stage 
of the Turnpike widening, the Turnpike engineer will consider the need for a 4-lane 
overpass given the planned commerdal growth in this area of Route 111 . 

The MOOT study that is underway in Biddeford Is looking at the possibility of a third 
Saco River crossing that would be connected with a by-pass road of the downtown area. 

- This would result In a change of configuration in this area that wlll likely improve the 
congestion in the downtown B~ddeford/Saco area. The MOOT recognizes the need for 
future year funding for this purpose. 

The addition of a new South Street Interchange would allow direct access from 
downtown BiddefOrd and Saco. This seeks in part to address the same problem of 
downtown congestion by way of providing greater access from this area to the Turnpike. 
The Turnpike should be prepared to address this problem area in cooperation with the 
MOOT. 

The congestion Is real and growing. It may well be that a new bridge and by-pass road 
can be combined with an extension to the existing Saco exit of the Turnpike, thereby 
addressing the access issue. The decision as to whether the problem should be handled 
this way or by way of a separate Interchange should await the results of the MOOTs 
detailed study. In either instance, the Turnpike should be prepared to share in the costs 
of solving this problem. 

Sa co 
Improve traffic operations at current Exit 5 at the Turnpike connection 
New seasonal Interchange at Saco parallel to Flag Pond Road {Cascade Road) 

The traffic operations Issue at Exit 5 has been an ongoing concern which is being 
evaluated by Turnpike engineers. The Exit 5 configuration was meant to be a temporary 
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design until another access road was constructed, however the other road has not yet been 
built. 

Another interchange north of Saco to serve Old Orchard Beach needs to be considered. The 
issue of traffic approaching Old Orchard Beach through the Saco interchange during summer 
months Is such that an evaluation of a seasonal interchange at Cascade Road should be 
carefully considered in terms of its contribution to further easing of 1-195 and Route 1 /Sa co 
congestion problems. 

MOOT is already planning an assessment this summer of an 1-195 connector road that has 
been requested by Old Orchard Beach and designed to by-pass congested intersections of Old 
Orchard Beach. 

The effects of an 1-195 connector road, the possibility of a Biddeford bridge and by-pass, the 
completion of the originally planned westerly connector off Exit 5 and the possibility of a 
seasonal exit at Cascade Road need to be reviewed in combination and evaluated to determine 
which set of options would produce the best results. 

The Turnpike should plan in its program to play a cooperative financial role in addressing these 
problems of Route 1 congestion and Turnpike access in and around the Biddeford/SacojOid 
Orchard Beach area. 

The above discussion points to the vital role that the Turnpike plays as a through road that 
must engage in integrated planning efforts to ensure that the Route 1 area is equally well 
served with adequate access to the Turnpike and that the pressure on neighboring routes is 
relieved to whatever extent possible. 

1-6.2 Maine Residents-Interchange/ Access Improvement Projects 

The Maine residents included In the attitudinal survey were asked which area they felt was 
most In need of a new interchange. A large percentage (47.8 percent) had no opinion. Those 
who did have an opinion on new interchanges chose the following: 

Ogunquit 
Old Orchard Beach 
Between Biddeford and Kennebunkport 
Biddeford 
York Beach 
Arundel 

16.6% 
2.5% 
9.4% 
7.2% 
5.6% 

.9% 
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1-7 THE ROLE OF THE TURNPIKE IN SOUTHERLY CORRIDOR TRAFFIC CONGESTION 

It is Imperative that the Maine Turnpike Authority and the Maine Department of 
Transportation continue and build upon Integrating their traffic improvement programs 
In the Turnpike corridor. 

Turnpike widening does not In itself solve Route 1's congestion problems, but it will 
help to prevent the problems from worsening. 

Transportation development in Maine has entered a new era. In the past, highway 
programs responded to straightforward Increases in traffic volume. Today, highway 
programs must respond to land-use changes within the roadway corridors. 

This change in traffic characteristics requires an Integrated approach to highway 
Improvements. Integration coordinates highway planning and public expenditures and 
ensures that construction monies are providing the most value for the dollar. 

In addition, integration is necessary because highway planning is no longer an isolated 
function involving separate governmental entities. It is a dynamic process which must 
respond to the various land use changes affecting particular corridors. 

The Authority must establish close relationships with communities along the Turnpike to 
keep track of changing needs and trends. 

The Authority currently works closely with the Maine Department of Transportation 
regarding highway needs in the corridor. The relationship should be expanded as a way 
of helping the MOOT accommodate its future challenges. 

At this time, there are a number of opportunities for joint efforts by the Authority and 
the MOOT. 

In the coming years, the MOOT must address an estimated $600 million worth of 
highway and bridge needs statewide. The Legislature recently approved a gas tax 
Increase to go toward funding that effort. 

MOOT Is also directing more attention to resolving Route 1 congestion problems, and the 
Legislature has authorized the Turnpike Authority to provide the MOOT up to an 
additional $4 million annually over the next 20 years for solving traffic impacts in the 
Turnpike corridor, of which Route 1 is part. 

And last, but hardly least, the MOOT is laying the foundation for a major east-west 
highway connector in the Greater Portland Region, as well as planning improvements 
associated with Turnpike programs. 

A key consideration for the Maine Turnpike Authority is the assurance that its indenture 
agreements be flexible enough to meet the financial requirements of this new 
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transportation era as it affects the Turnpike corridor. In particular, the Authority's out
year surplus funds should be used for addressing future needs regarding 
interchange/access/Route 1 and east/west issues. 

Also Important is the fact that integration between the Authority and the MDOT helps 
address specific characteristics within the corridor. The Lewiston/ Auburn area, the 
Greater Portland area and the southern Maine area each have distinct needs that must be 
addressed. This report recognizes the diversity of those areas and the different problems 
they face. That is why solutions may require separate programs for those areas. 

1-7.1 Northerly Corridor Study 

The Turnpike Authority was requested, as part of the legislative deliberations on the 
widening project, to identify and evaluate strategies to optimize use of the Maine 
Turnpike, north of Interchange 10, Portland North. 

Conditions and needs of the northerly end of the Turnpike are markedly different from 
those on the southern end. The southern section of the Turnpike is the only through 
route serving traffic to and from all points In Maine and the south. There is a clear need 
to accommodate that traffic demand and to help relieve crowded Route 1 of many inter
local trips. 

The northern section is one of two routes serving the central and more northerly 
sections of the state (the other being 1-95 through Brunswick) and traffic usage is 
significantly less. The objective on the northern section of the Turnpike Is to find ways 
to allow more use of the facility, to improve local service and to allow and encourage 
planned development. 

The study, which Is available in detail under separate cover, was conducted in close 
cooperation with a local advisory committee and focused on two specific areas: 

1. Alternative toll collection systems, including open or closed barrier operations, 
and 

2. Possible additional Interchanges to increase access to the Turnpike. 

The study clearly demonstrated several features of Importance: 

1. A toll collection system can be devised on the northern section (the closed 
barrier system) that assures that all users continue to pay equitable tolls and 
allows for the construction of future interchanges at significantly less cost than 
under the existing toll collection system. 

2. Potential Interchange locations exist which would provide much improved traffic 
service and more effective use of the Turnpike and encourage future development. 

3. The toll collection system could be converted in a way that would, at worst, 
provide long-term "revenue neutrality" to Turnpike operations. 
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1-7.2 Westerly Corridor Study 

In response to a request from the Maine Department of Transportation, the Turnpike 
Authority agreed to finance and coordinate a westerly connector study in the Portland 
area. The study objective was to define corridors that could reasonably accommodate 
east-west traffic movements and identify preliminary costs, traffic service, and other 
features. 

The study was conducted with the assistance and advice of a local advisory committee. 
Two relatively distinct traffic service corridors were identified, one to attempt to relieve 
traffic conditions In Westbrook and Gorham, and the other to respond to needs in the 
U.S. Route 302 corridor to North Windham. A complete study report is available under 
separate cover. 

A review of the study material and the response and Input of local communities suggests 
the following: 

1. Considerable effort needs to be made in coordination with local communities In 
the Route 302 corridor, particularly in evaluating Route 302 needs along a much 
longer section than could be included In the recent corridor review. 

2. Four alternative corridors were identified In the Westbrook-Gorham service area. 
It is essential that the local communities involved cooperatively evaluate those 
alternatives. 

3. In light of the rapid development In the Portland area, a location decision and 
right-of-way reservation Is essential If the area Is to avoid foreclosure of its 
ability to provide for this transportation access alternative. 

4. The costs of any of the alternatives significantly exceed the revenue that could be 
generated from tolls to support the construction. Financial feasibility of these 
options will require funding from multiple sources. 

PART II - R.£VIEW Of CAPITAL COSTS, AND OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE 
PROJECTIONS 

11-1 ProJect Cost Estimates 

The consultant applied average MOOT unit price costs to the quantity estimates set forth 
in the HNTB studies in order to calculate the new costs for a 1987 base year. Based on 
an examination of MOOT average percentage construction cost increases for the years 
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from 1983 to 1987, 6% was used as an inflation factor to escalate construction costs to 
the predicted construction year. 

Apart from the costs associated with the passage of time between the HNfB report and 
this report, the new cost estimates Included the addition of engineering costs, 
construction surveys, design engineering and on-site design and observation during 
construction. 

Because of the preliminary nature of the estimates, It was deemed prudent to also 
include a contingency fund to anticipate unforeseen situations which may arise during 
the design/construction process. Taken together, these engineering and contingency 
costs represent 25 percent of the widening project construction cost. 

It Is important to bear In mind that the cost estimates are strictly an opinion of costs, 
rather than a guarantee of costs. Other factors may come into play in the future that will 
affect the costs of construction. These may include changes in the construction labor 
market, the workloads of various contractors, changes in the general economy, etc. 

It Is also Important to note that in preparing cost estimates, the consultant relied on the 
historical data set forth in the HNfB reports, on conversations with HNTB consultants, 
and on historical data from the Maine Turnpike Authority arid the Maine Department of 
Transportation. In addition, the consultant's own engineering expertise contributed to 
the development of appropriate assumptions regarding the costs of construction. 

The updated Turnpike construction costs with northerly corridor Improvements are 
listed In Table VI. 

Table VI presents these costs in actual project year dollars, conforming to the 
recommendations made in the final section of this report. In 1987 dollars, total project 
costs are estimated to be $130 million. 

The Table displays updated interchange additions and access improvement projects 
incorporating the project costs identified in the Northerly Corridor and Westerly 
Connector studies. Also included are additional costs associated with the southerly 
corridor improvements. The areas to be focused on In the southerly corridor are 
Biddeford and Saco, where Improved access to the Turnpike is needed to relieve 
congestion. In addition, the Saco Interchange will be redesigned to address the existing 
operations issue. 

The Interchange cost column also includes costs of fare collection system conversion for 
the northerly part of the Turnpike, a project which resulted from the findings of the 
Northerly Corridor Study. 

All cost figures for the interchange additions and access improvements represent only 
the Turnpike's share of the costs, which are based on the proportion of traffic corridor 
improvements that originate and/or terminate with travel on the Turnpike. The York toll 
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Table VI 
Turnpike Construction Costs with Northerly Corridor Improvements 

(Thousands) 

Widening Contracts 
Contract II (Mile 12-18) 

Contract Ill (Mile 18-24) 

Contract IV 

Contract V 

Contract VI 

SUBTOTAL 

(Mile 24-30) 

(Mile 30-34) 

(Mile 34-42) 

Interchange Additions and 
Access Improvements 
Ogunquit 

Biddeford 

Saco (redesign) 

Biddeford/Saco/OOB Access 

Scarborough 

Congress St./Portland 

Portland/Westbrook 

Forest Ave./Portland 

Gray 

So. Main/At. 136/Auburn 

Lewiston 

St. Rt. #9/Sabattus/Lewiston 

Grove St./Sabattus/Lewiston 

Northerly Fare System Conversion 

SUBTOTAL 

Planning/Location Engineering 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL 

Notes: 

Costs 
$19,900 

$24,900 

$20,200 

$12,900 

$21.700 

$99,600 

$5,700 

$3,200 

$400 

$8,000 

$8,600 

$7,100 

$6,000 

$2,500 

$400 

$7,500 

$1,400 

$3,100 

$2,500 

$.6..a!l.Q 

$62,700 

$2,500 

$2.5.QQ. 

$.5...0..0.Q 

$167,300 

1. All costs are rounded to the nearest $100,000. 
2. Widening costs assume 3-lane road and 4-lane bridges. 
3. Widening costs include 25% contingency and engineering costs. 

Year 
1990 

1991 

1992 

1991 

1991 

1994 

1988 

1989 

1995 

1989 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1996 

1988 

1995 

1991 

1989 

1989 

1990 

4. Interchange and access improvement costs reflect the MTA's share only, which is based on the 
proportion of traffic corridor improvements that originate and/or terminate with travel on the 
Turnpike. 

5. The York toll booth relocation costs are to be paid out of Reserve Maintenance. 
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booth replacement costs are to be paid out of reserve maintenance and are not reflected 
In this Table. 

The widening costs indude the construction of bridges and structures to accommodate a 
possible future fourth travel lane. The original HNTB report envisioned the construction 
of four-lane bridges and the preparation of a four-lane road bed. 

The engineering consultants have determined that the preparation of the bridge 
structures to accommodate a possible fourth lane In the future would be a prudent 
investment given the large future costs associated with having to redo this work. 
However, the preparation of the fourth lane road bed, while reasonable to consider 
given a project of this kind, does not have the same economic imperative behind it that 
the preparation of a fourth lane bridge structure does. 

The consultants are not able to make a definitive case at this time for the use of a fourth 
lane. Even though traffic projections do point to its strong potential in the future, the 
costs of future preparation of the road bed for fourth lane travel must be weighed 
against its level of certainty. It must also be considered in terms of environmental 
impacts. 

Based upon a careful balance of these issues, the consultants determined not to 
recommend the inclusion of the fourth lane road bed preparation in project cost 
estimates. The conclusion was reached knowing full well that future year costs will be 
greater than they are now should the fourth lane eventually be needed. 

The Planning and Location Engineering costs shown In Table VI represent dollars that are 
being earmarked for future work In the southerly and westerly corridor areas. This is 
money that will enable the Maine Turnpike to participate In the planning and locational 
aspects of further work in both areas. 

For the Portland area, the money is Intended to be used to help narrow down the many 
possible design options and feasibility analyses for Increasing access from the west. For 
the southerly corridor, these funds will permit the Turnpike to participate in solutions to 
Route 1 corridor congestion problems. 

It is quite apparent that the addition of one Interchange or access road will not solve all 
of the problems, but that an integrated plan to develop by-pass roads and restructure 
existing roadways will need to be developed. The Route 1 Corridor Committee has 
undertaken a study of Kittery, York, Ogunquit and Wells. The MOOT will be doing an 
assessment of the Saco bridge and a by-pass in Biddeford as well as the examination of 
the potential for an 1-195 connector in the Old Orchard Beach area. Through the 
allocation of these additional funds, plus $8 million In Biddeford/Saco access monies 
that Is built Into project cost estimates, the MTA will be able to play a significant role in 
the amelioration of the Turnpike access problems in the Biddeford, Saco, and Old 
Orchard Beach areas. 
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The planning and location engineering costs can run up to 4 percent of overall project 
costs. The monies set aside In this program for these purposes are anticipated to 
represent only the Turnpike's share of contribution to the planning and engineering 
costs. 

11-2 Review of Operating and Maintenance Expenses 

Operating and maintenance expenses are driven not only by Inflationary factors, but 
also by volume. For example, roadway maintenance costs are directly related to vehicle 
miles traveled. The more vehicles using the highway, the greater the need for 
maintenance. Similarly, fare collection costs are directly related to the number of fare 
transactions. There is a direct cause and effect relationship In these areas. 

The average annual Increase In expenditures for the 10-year period from 1977-1987 was 
1 0 percent. While a 1 0 percent growth factor may sound high, this results from the fact 
that the earlier years saw double digit Inflation while later years were influenced by 
large Increases In vehicle volume. 

A closer examination of specific line items shows that there are no extraordinary or 
unusual cost factors that cannot be accounted for by changes that occurred in particular 
years. 

For example, the line Item with the greatest annual Increase was Administration and 
General Expense. The increase for the 1 0-year period was 15 percent. This may be 
attributed to major increases in insurance costs, Including Workers' Compensation, Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield, dental, Maine State Retirement System, and group life insurance. Also 
included In these costs are the newly required contributions to Medicare for government 
employees hired after April 1, 1986. Since the above mentioned costs are all 
components of the Administration and General Expense category, they tend to cause an 
uneven and unpredictable growth pattern. 

In the Accounts and Control category, one major increase, 34.6 percent In 1984, Is 
related to the implementation of both a new computer system and a new fare collection 
system for the MTA. While the installation of the computer system resulted in short-term 
cost Increases, it eventually led to a reduction In staffing. 

Eighty-five percent of the Patrol and Radio expenses are out of the control of the MTA. 
Twenty-three state troopers accounted for approximately $1.3 million of the 1987 Patrol 
and Radio budget. The MTA's input in the decisions concerning these expenditures is 
limited to cooperatively determining the manpower level for this functional area. 

Fare collection is the cost area that warrants the closest attention. Having adequate 
service levels to keep traffic moving smoothly Is of critical Importance. Also, as new 
Interchanges are added, fare collection costs will necessarily Increase to compensate for 
the added personnel at each toll booth. Also, it is Important to note that reducing delays 
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at toll booths may require more than adding new staff; it can frequently require the 
addition of new lane capacity as well. 

The 9 percent annual increase in budgeted operating expenses previously projected by 
HNTB is a reasonable figure to use in projecting future MTA operating expenses. 
However, the Turnpike should undertake an efficiency study of fare collection staffing, 
automation options and new Interchange configuration alternatives in order to keep 
collection costs in line given planned improvements with new turnpike access. Without 
optimum efficiency In design and collection methods, this additional access could lead 
to faster growth trends In forecasted collection expenditures. 

Another component of operating and maintenance costs is the Reserve Maintenance 
Fund. In reviewing the earlier reserve maintenance estimates, the engineering consultant 
determined that certain costs could be foregone compared to earlier forecasts due to 
Improvements on sections of the Turnpike; some of the planned reserve maintenance 
expenditures would duplicate work done under the proposed widening and interchange 
program. 

Ul. REVIEW OF REVENUE PROJECTIONS, FAR£ STRUCTURE AND CHARGES 

Dl-1 Review of Revenue ProJections 

Revenue projections were developed by Wilbur Smith Associates using updated traffic 
estimates provided by Mallar Associates. Updated revenue forecasts were developed 
under a condition whereby the various new interchanges or interchange improvements, 
Including those covered as part of the Ten Year Improvement Plan, were superimposed 
on the system. In addition, the revised configuration assumed conversion of the north 
end of the Turnpike to a closed barrier system under Concept E, as defined In the recent 
Northerly Corridor study, Including Implementation of new interchanges. 

For this build condition, utilizing the fratar model developed and growth rates provided 
by Mr. Mallar, an updated traffic and revenue forecast was developed. The traffic was 
furnished in the form of trip tables and the revenues were furnished In terms of annual 
toll revenues. 

Table VII displays a comparison of these new updated revenue projections with the 
earlier projections set forth In the 1986 Howard, Needles, Tammen, and Bergendoff 
study. 

The revenue forecasts in Table VII are based on current toll charges and represent the 
build condition under new and old traffic estimates. As can be seen from the Table, the 
revenue growth is anticipated to be at a much faster pace than earlier estimates 
Indicated. The 1988 traffic revenue to date Is already exceeding even the most recent 
projections. 
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Year 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

Table VII 
Estimated Annual Gross Revenues 

Build Condition 
Comparison to Earlier Revenue Projections 

No Fare Increase 

1987-2000 
(Thousands) 

Updated Revenue Estimates Earlier Revenue Estimates 
Current Trend 

$31,233 

$33,219 

$35,331 

$38,894 

$41,371 

$44,443 

$47,284 

$50,257 

$54,106 

$56,966 

$59,806 

$62,788 

$65,919 
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(1986 Study) 

$27,340 

$28,659 

$29,841 

$32,250 

$33,549 

$34,787 

$36,067 

$37,393 

$43,376 



Given the nature of the forecast, this would not be unexpected. The earlier years may 
exceed the forecasted rate of growth because .the growth estimates were designed to 
ensure reasonable estimates for the longer term. The Implications of this revenue picture 
on the Turnpike program will be further detailed in the Conclusions and 
Recommendations section of this report. 

111-2 fare Structure 

The major attraction toll facilities offer is their ·potential self-sufficiency, especially in 
light of strict budget constraints and the need for additional capacity. By providing a 
steady revenue stream, toll facilities are able to expedite new construction programs that 
might otherwise be delayed without adequate funding. Tolls can also lead to a more 
cost-effective Investment in new highway capacity by linking user payments to a specific 
highway project. Tolls may also be used as a means of allocating costs among categories 
of users in order to equitably distribute the cost burden based on direct use of the 
highway. (Congressional Budget Office Study, December; 1985.) 

In contrast to the concept of using tolls to finance new construction projects Is the 
strategy of using tolls as a means of congestion pricing; this technique has been 
discussed as a way to limit use of a congested highway during peak travel periods. There 
are two basic theories about "peak period" pricing. 

The first theory is that higher peak period tolls can be used to discourage travel during 
the most congested times and encourage the use of alternative routes. In addition to the 
use of alternative routes, drivers would theoretically be encouraged to alter their travel 
times and to drive during off-peak hours. According to traffic planners, in order to cause 
drivers to change their travel behavior, tolls would have to be increased by as much as 
three or four times their normal rate. 

The second theory of peak pricing associates the costs of building and operating the 
turnpike with drivers' use of the turnpike. While higher tolls would be charged under 
this method, the Increase would likely be of a smaller magnitude than in the diversion 
method. The goal of this method would not be to divert traffic, but rather to more 
equitably relate costs to use. 

In light of the Maine Turnpike's circumstances, the first theory of peak pricing has the 
potential for Increasing the problem of congestion on Route 1. Since one of the goals of 
the diversion method is to force drivers onto less congested alternative routes, the 
impact on Route 1 would be an unacceptable tradeoff. During the times when the Maine 
Turnpike is extremely congested, Route 1 is similarly congested and does not have the 
capacity to handle cars that are diverted from the Turnpike. 

Additionally, if peak pricing for diversion purposes is implemented on a weekend by 
weekend or on an hour by hour basis, a major problem could arise if drivers decide to 
wait at the toll-booth until the charges are reduced or speed up to avoid them. Further, 
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the frequent price fluctuations would render Internal financial control mechanisms 
Ineffective. 

The results from the survey of Maine citizens points to the problem of diversion to 
alternative routes. Nearly 80 percent of the respondents were opposed to the Idea of 
tripling tolls during selected hours on summer weekends, while 66 percent Indicated 
that It would cause them to change their driving habits. However, when the survey 
participants were asked If they ever avoid Route 1 because they know it will be too 
crowded, 72 percent Indicated that they do. Thus, while the majority of respondents 
would divert to alternate routes if tolls were drastically Increased, they are not inclined 
to divert to Route 1. 

Of course, one alternative for drivers Is to alter their travel times In an attempt to avoid 
paying high peak period fares. Some travelers may even go so far as to alter their 
destinations altogether. Those travelers whose end destinations are the uncongested 
regions of Maine would be just as affected by a tripling of tolls as those traveling to 
Southern Maine. Thus, in considering alternative fare structures, it is important to bear 
in mind that the changes will not only affect those visitors coming to Portland, but also 
those traveling to Bar Harbor or Bangor, or Rangeley. 

The second theory of differential pricing, based on costs occasioned by use, would be 
more appropriately employed at the Maine Turnpike given the high volume of tourist 
travel during the congested period and the desire to collect somewhat higher tolls from 
those who create the congestion. 

Of course, Maine drivers would not be exempt from paying higher tolls as well, but if 
higher tolls are charged during the summer months, it may lessen the overall cost to 
Maine drivers and others during less congested periods. 

Another difference between this approach and the diversion method is that higher tolls 
would presumably be levied over a longer time period, for instance, during June, July 
and August, rather than by weekend or by particular hours of travel. This would lessen 
the costs associated with the administration of such a plan. 

A legal review conducted as part of this study has concluded that charging differential 
toll rates during certain times of year Is constitutionally sound. As long as seasonal 
pricing applies equally to intrastate and interstate users and reflects appropriate 
compensation for the use of the Turnpike, in that it relates the costs of heavier summer 
traffic with the costs of the new construction to alleviate congestion, the differential toll 
structure should be considered non-discriminatory. Therefore, the seasonal pricing 
should not be considered a burden to Interstate commerce. 

A seasonal pricing scheme, if implemented foll~wing completion of Turnpike widening, 
offers the advantage of more closely aligning the user charges to user benefits. Higher 
charges during peak season reduces the prospects of traffic diversion, since the 
availability of alternate routes during the season Is limited. Alternatively, this pricing 
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Ca.padty is available and local commuter routes are experiencing crowding. This concept 
has not been used on any comparable roads in the U.S. Before implementation, it will 
require careful analysis Including updated data from summer season origin and 
destination surveys. Motorist and corridor community reaction should be included as 
part of a feasibility study. It should be noted that those responding to the attitude survey 
of Maine residents were split in their views on seasonal pricing. Nearly 52 percent of 
respondents did not favor summer pridng differentials while 40 percent were in favor. 

111-3 Toll Charges 

In Table VIII, a sample of toll rates for passenger vehicles shows the Maine Turnpike's 
fares in comparison to neighboring highways. The Table shows that In the average rate 
per mile charged within the general travel region, Maine falls below the midpoint In 
relation to Its immediate neighbors, with Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and New York 
toll roads showing higher rates per mile than the Maine Turnpike. 

TABLE VIII 
PASSENGER CAR TOLL RATES 

Highway/ Maximum Average 
Mileage Length Rate Rate/Mile 

N.H. Turnpike (16.1) $.75 4.7 

NY State Thruway (559) $12.10 3.1 

Mass. Turnpike (123) $3.60 2.9 

Maine Turnpike ( 1 00) $2.70 2.7 

NJ Turnpike ( 118) $2.70 2.3 

111-3.1 Municipal Officials-Tolls 

Twenty-five out of thirty-six (69 percent) of the municipal officials surveyed indicated 
that they would support toll increases on the Turnpike if it were necessary for 
maintenance of the highway. Eight respondents (22 percent) were not in favor of toll 
increases; one respondent felt that Increased tolls may be necessary, and one felt that no 
toll should be charged on the Turnpike. 
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111-3.2 Maine Residents-Tolls 

Of the Maine residents polled, 79 percent believe that the current toll rates are justified 
given the level of service on the Turnpike. 14 percent felt that the rates were not 
justified and seven percent had no opinion. 

Similarly, 74 percent of those polled believe that the Turnpike should continue to be a 
toll road, while 20 percent believe that it should not. 6 percent had no opinion. 

111-3.3 Commuter Ticket System 

In 1982, the Maine Turnpike's Commuter Discount Plan had approximately 3,000 
participants. By 1988, that figure had grown to 9,500. The plan involves four quarterly 
prepayments and drivers are required to specify the two interchanges they most 
frequently use. These interchanges are then noted on their quarterly passes and when 
they enter an interchange, they receive a special commuter ticket. The driver then exits 
at the prechosen interchange and receives the reduced rate. If a driver exits at any other 
Interchange than the one previously chosen, he pays the full toll. The average savings for 
commuters, assuming 10 trips per week for a 13 week period is approximately 62% of 
the present fare. 

The results from the survey of municipal officials showed that most are quite pleased 
with the current commuter program. The majority (75 percent) wanted to maintain the 
exit-to-exit provision rather than switch to a county-wide program. The majority were 
also in favor of maintaining the current discount rate, while a few would like to see the 
rate reduced. Of the Maine citizens identified as frequent users of the Turnpike in the 
state-wide attitude survey, 9.4 percent were participants in the commuter plan. Of those 
Individuals, 90 percent said they were satisfied with the amount of the commuter 
discount and 71 percent stated that the exit-to-exit restriction made sense to them. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

It is dear from the most up-to-date traffic data that traffic growth is expected to be far 
greater than was earlier estimated, and that the widening is indeed justified. 

The continuation of strong economic and traffic growth in the corridor provides 
Increased confidence of further Increases in demand for vehicles using the Maine 
Turnpike. Traffic has doubled on the Turnpike between 1980 and 1987 as a dear result 
of the economic activities in York County and the Greater Portland area. 

In addition, the user benefits analysis shows that motorists would gain $429 million (in 
1987 dollars) in benefits related to accident reduction, operating cost reductions and 
reduction in delays due to congestion over a 20-year time span. 

It Is imperative that the Maine Turnpike Authority and the Maine Department of 
Transportation continue and build upon integrating their traffic improvement programs 
In the Turnpike corridor. Integration involves the coordination of highway planning and 
public expenditures, to ensure that construction monies are providing the most value for 
the dollar. 

Integration is necessary because highway planning is no longer an isolated function 
involving separate governmental entities. It Is a dynamic process which must respond to 
the various land use changes affecting particular corridors. 

In that regard, the capital improvement program recommended in this report responds to 
specific needs in the southerly corridor, northerly corridor and In the area to be served 
by a proposed westerly connector in the Greater Portland region. 

In general, the components of the program In each region are: 

I. Southerly Corridor 

The widening of the Maine Turnpike from two to three lanes and the addition of a fourth 
lane capacity on bridges Is necessary. The· expansion should move forward immediately 
In order to maintain the Turnpike as a through road to all regions of Maine. 

In so doing, the widening will help to alleviate the further compounding of Route 1 
congestion, although it will not be the ultimate solution to Route 1's needs. In order to 
respond to the continuing congestion problem on Route 1, the Authority should provide 
MOOT $4 million annually, as authorized by the Legislature (above the current $4.7 
miiilon the Authority provides to Moon for the purposes of responding to Turnpike 
corridor road needs, in particular this southern section of Route 1. 
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Additionally, the Authority should provide planning and location engineering money to 
address Route 1 corridor needs In conjunction with MOOT and affected communities, as 
well as plan within Its program for project costs in the range of $8 million by 1995 for 
Biddeford-Saco area access improvements. 

II. Northerly Corridor 

The objective of the Turnpike Authority on the northern section should be to promote 
increased use of the toll highway, encourage planned development, and improve local 
travel service. 

In order to accomplish that objective, a closed-barrier system Is recommended that 
would end the present ticket system just North of Gray, relocate the Augusta toll plaza 
operation to an area north of Lewiston and collect cash tolls at Gardiner, the relocated 
toll plaza, and on ramps as necessary to assure that all traffic movements are assessed an 
equitable toll. This concept Is described in the northerly corridor study as Alternative 
"E". The costs of the conversion are nearly offset by the reduction in costs created by 
simplifying the Lewiston interchange under the new concept. 

In addition, three interchanges were demonstrated in the study to be desirable additions 
to the region's traffic service needs. These should be Included In the Authority's 
construction planning effort. 

Ill. Westerly Connector 

Potential improvement alternatives in the Route 302 corridor require further evaluation. 
The Turnpike Authority should assist the Maine Department of Transportation in 
evaluating the interconnection of those alternatives with the Turnpike. 

Considerable effort is needed to identify the appropriate westerly corridor to serve 
Westbrook and Gorham. This decision rests primarily with the local communities and 
the Maine Department of Transportation. However, since any of the alternatives connect 
with the Turnpike and one of the funding sources may be the collection of tolls on the 
westerly connector, the Turnpike Authority should continue to actively participate in 
this evaluation process. 

Also of Importance is the Impact that this dedslon will have on the interchange program 
in the Portland area, which should not proceed until the westerly connector location is 
resolved. In addition to the funding that should be held in reserve for the previously 
recommended Turnpike Interchanges in the Portland area, it Is recommended that the 
Authority share in the location engineering costs in the westerly corridor to more 
clearly define location alternatives in the corridors which may be determined worthy of 
further evaluation and plan development. 
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IV. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

IV-1 Construction Costs 

In order to implement the aforementioned recommendations, the consultants have 
identified a series of projects, construction years and costs, in a manner consistent with 
the priorities expressed during Legislative review of the Turnpike program, I.e., 
widening the southern section and implementing the previously identified Interchange 
program. Additionally, Table IX below reflects other project costs identified as priority 
during the course of this review. These projects address Improvement needs within each 
of the three previously discussed sections of the Turnpike corridor. 

The Table lists the construction year, the location and cost of the interchange additions 
and access Improvements, and the amount of money needed for planning and location 
engineering. The table also divides the work associated with the widening into five 
different contracts. 

The Table shows a total widening cost of $99,600,000, including a three lane road and 
four-lane bridges, and widening 31 bridges. In addition, $67,000,000 has been allocated 
for Interchange Improvements, access, planning and engineering. 

IV-2 Pro Forma Income Statement 

Table X displays the pro forma income statement which provides the economic 
justification for the widening. The Table assumes: 

A one-time 15 percent fare Increase beginning jan. 1, 1989, dramatically 
below the compounded 80 percent increase projected in the previous 
Turnpike Improvement program; 

$8.7 million transferred annually from the Authority to MOOT, with the only 
exception to this noted in the Expenses section that follows; and 

A bond Issue of $86 million, which meets the bond level authorization of the 
Turnpike Authority. 

The Table shows that the improvement program proposed here can be completed by the 
Turnpike, while at the same time allowing the Turnpike to meet Its operation, 
maintenance and debt obligations. Furthermore, the Table projects future year surpluses, 
which can allow the Authority to play a dynamic role regarding future corridor needs. 

The Table lists finances under the following categories: Revenues, Expenses, Sources of 
Funds and Uses of Funds. Each is explained further below: 
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Table IX 

Construction Costs 
With Northerly Corridor Improvements 

(THOUSANDS) 

Planning 
Interchange Location 
Additions Engineering 

Construction & Access (Rt 1 So. & 
fill 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

TOTALS 

NOTES: 

Improvements Port-West) 

Lewiston $1,400 
Biddeford $3,200 

Scarborough $8,600 $2,500 
Saco(redesign) $400 

Northerly fare 
system 
conversion 
costs $6,300 

$2,500 

Congress St./ $7,100 
Portland 
Grove St. 
Sabattus/ 
Lewiston $2,500 

Portland/ 
Westbrook $6,000 

Forest Ave./ 
Portland $2,500 

Gray $400 
Ogunquit $5,700 

St. Rt.#9/ 
Sabattus/Lew $3,100 
Biddeford/Saco 
008 Access $8,000 

So. Main/Rt. 
136/Auburn ~ 

$62,700 $5,000 

1. The cost breakdown for each contract is as follows: 
Contract Ill $24,900 

v $12,900 
Y.l_$21,700 

TOTAL $59,500 

2. Widening costs assume 3-lane road and 4-lane bridges. 

Widening 

0 

0 

Contract II 
$19,900 

Contract 
Iii, V, VI 
$59,500 

Contract IV 
$20,200 

$99,600 

3. Widening costs include 25% contingency and engineering costs. 

Total 

$4,600 

$ 17,800 

$22,400 

$69,100 

$26,200 

$2,500 

$6,100 

$ 111100 

$7,500 
$167,300 

4. Interchange and access improvement costs reflect the MTA's share only, based on the 
proportion of traffic corridor improvements that originate and/or terminate with travel on the 
Turnpike. 

5. The York toll booth relocation costs are to be paid out of Reserve Maintenance. 
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I 
U1 
0\ 
I 

Case 1 : Toll increase equal to 15.00% - 30 year bond term 

Revenues 
Total Recelpta 

Vet1r Groaa Discount Net Conceaalon 
1988 31,233,000 562,194 30,670,806 1,422,000 
1989 37,703,565 678,664 37,024,901 1,700,000 
1990 40,100,685 721,812 39,378,873 1,870,000 
1991 44,145,227 794,614 43,350,613 2,057,000 
1992 46,955,747 845,203 46,110,543 2,262,700 
1993 50,443,333 907,980 49,535,353 2,488,970 
1994 53,667,750 966,019 52,701,730 2,737,867 
1995 57,041,217 1,026,742 56,014,475 3,011,654 
1996 61,410,254 1,105,385 60,304,870 3,312,819 
1997 64,656,410 1,163,815 63,492,595 3,644,101 
1998 67,879,810 1,221,837 66,657,973 4,008,511 
1999 71,264,380 1,282,759 69,981,621 4,409,362 
2000 74,818,065 1,346,725 73,471,340 4,850,298 

Revenue Parameters 
Total Increase Rate 15.00 
Revenue Increase 13.50 
Volume Discount Rate 1.80 

Concession Base Amount 1,700,000 
Concession Growth Rate 10.00 

Other Base Amount 500,000 
Other Growth Rate 0.00 

Sources of Funds 
Net 

Yl!tlr Income 
Improvement Fund 
Balance Earning a 

1,025,000 
1,144,240 
4,189,711 
4,244,007 
1,813,210 

1988 6,984,306 
1989 7,993,181 
1990 9,341,678 
1991 11,381,320 
1992 12,869,385 
1993 14,926,517 
1994 18,647,389 
1995 13,333,722 
1996 18,727,565 
1997 22,658,111 
1998 22,228,827 
1999 23,336,986 
2000 19,805,432 

Parameter• 
Per Amount of Bonds 
Costs of Issuance 
Reserve Fund 

Bond Proceeds 

Cost of CaphaJ 
lfll)rovement Fund Eamlngs Rate 
Reserve Fund Earnings Rate 

Term of Bonds 

20,500,000 
22,884,806 
83,794,223 
84,880,142 
36,264,199 

8,390,616 
9,543,368 

15,523,313 
11,247,229 
16,263,985 
32,497,483 
48,552,534 
66,527,420 

419,531 
4n,168 
n6,166 
562,361 
813,199 

1,624,874 
2,427,627 

86,000,000 
1,720,000 
7,588,763 

78,691,237 

7.93 
5.00 
7.93 

30 

Other 
500,000 
500,000 
500,000 
500,000 
500,000 
500,000 
500,000 
500,000 
500,000 
500,000 
500,000 
500,000 
500,000 

Available 
Funda 

27,484,806 
31,902,987 
94,280,142 

100,451,173 
53,3n,590 
25,130,343 
28,610,288 
29,334,203 
30,750,960 
39,484,457 
55,539,509 
73,514,395 
88,760,479 

Table X 
Maine Tum pike Authority 

Pro Forma Income Statement 

Expenses 
Total Operating CurnHlt 

Revenue Maintenance DIS 
32,592,806 14,908,000 0 
39,224,901 16,249,720 1,162,000 
41,748,873 17,712,195 555,000 
45,907,613 19,306,292 
48,873,243 21,043,859 
52,524,323 22,937,806 
55,939,597 25,002,208 
59,526,129 27,252,407 
64,117,689 29,705,124 
67,636,696 32,378,585 
71,166,484 35,292,658 
74,890,983 38,468,997 
78,821,638 41,931,207 

Expenae Parameter• 
Operating Maintenance Base Amount 
Maintenance Operating Growth Rate 

DOT Transfer Base Amount 
OOT Transfer Growth Rate 

Ust!S of Funds 
Project Debt Service 
Coata Groaa Earning a 

4,600,000 
24,800,000 

9,400,000 
57,200,000 7,588,763 601,789 
38,000,000 7,588,763 601,789 

8,600,000 7,588,763 601,789 
6,100,000 7,588,763 601,789 

11,100,000 7,588,763 601,789 
7,500,000 7,588,763 601,789 

7,588,763 601,789 
7,588,763 601,789 
7,588,763 601,789 
7,588,763 601,789 

Reeerve 
Maintenance 

6,000,000 
5,120,000 
5,440,000 
6,520,000 
7,035,000 
5,960,000 
3,590,000 

10,240,000 
6,985,000 
3,900,000 
4,945,000 
4,385,000 
8,385,000 

Net 

6,986,975 
6,986,975 
6,986,975 
6,986,975 
8,986,975 
6,986,975 
6,986,975 
6,986,975 
6,986,975 
6,986,975 

Schedule 1 of 2 

DOT Total Net 
Tranafer Expenaea Income 

4,700,000 25,608,000 6,984,806 
8,700,000 31,231,720 7,993,181 
8,700,000 32,407,195 9,341,678 
8,700,000 34,526,292 11,381,320 
7,925,000 36,003,859 12,869,385 
8,700,000 37,597,806 14,926,517 
8,700,000 37,292,208 18,647,389 
8,700,000 46,192,407 18,333.722 
8,700,000 45,390,124 18,727,565 
8,700,000 44,978,585 22,658,111 
8,700,000 48,937,658 22,228,827 
8,700,000 51,553,997 23,336,986 
8,700,000 59,016,207 19,805,432 

14,908,000 
9,00 

8,700,000 
0.00 

Schedule 2 of 2 

Total Cumulative Net Coverage 
Uaea Surplua Ratio 

4,600,000 22,884,806 
24,800,000 7,102,987 

9,400,000 84,880,142 
64,186,975 36,264,199 5.19 
44,986,975 8,390,616 1.20 
15,586,975 9,543,368 1.37 
13,086,975 15,523,313 2.22 
18,086,975 11,247,229 1.61 
14,486,975 16,263,985 2.33 

6,986,975 32,497,483 4.65 
6,986,975 48,552,534 6.95 
6,986,975 66,527,420 9.52 
6,986,975 81,n3,504 11.70 



Revenues: 

Expenses: 

Gross: Assuming a 15 percent fare increase on Jan. 1, 1989, estimated gross 
income would grow from $31 million in 1988 to $75 million in 2000. This is 
based on new and updated traffic estimated under the build condition, 
including the northerly conversion to a dosed barrier fare collection system. 

Toll Receipts Discount: Represents the revenue deducted from the total gross 
due to the volume discount plan. The volume discount is calculated as 1.8 
percent of gross toll revenues, based on current experience. 

Net: Represents the net Income to the MTA after the deduction of the toll 
receipts discount from gross revenues. 

Concession: Represents earnings through lease agreements with operators of 
service areas on the Turnpike. Concession revenue projections are based on a 
10 percent growth rate. The base year is 1989, with $1.7 million being the 
anticipated base on the new concession contract in that year. 

Other: Represents largely Interest Income from operating revenues. 

Total Revenue: Shows the net revenue available to the Turnpike. The chart 
shows that net revenue will grow from approximately $33 million in 1988 to 
$79 million in 2000. 

This section of the chart shows the annual expenses projected to be generated in 
the following four categories: 

1. Operating and maintenance. Operating and maintenance expenditures are 
projected at a 9 percent annual growth rate. 

2. Debt service. For the years 1989 and 1990, the figures represent remaining 
debt service payments on currently outstanding bonds. 

3. Reserve maintenance. The reserve maintenance fund covers on-going 
maintenance costs for existing Turnpike facilities. The estimate in the year 
1995 includes $6.5 million to cover the relocation and reconstruction of the 
York toll plaza, a project required due to settlement problems at the existing 
location. · 

4. MOOT deposits. This column includes the historical $4.7 million annual 
contribution to the MOOT for all years. Beginning in 1989, this column 
assumes an additional annual contribution of $4 million to the MDOT, as 
permitted by the 113th Legislature. 
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The additional amount, which brings the annual contribution to $8.7 million, 
is assumed to be paid in all years except 1992. In 1992, the amount 
transferred Is less than the $8.7 million In order to ensure, for the purposes of 
this forecast a minimum ratio of 1.2 of surplus funds to debt service for that 
year. In actuality, the Turnpike may well be able to transfer the entire $8.7 
million, assuming revenue continues to outrun even these forecasts In the 
earlier years. This is further discussed In the Revenue section of this report. 

Net Income. This column reflects surplus funds over and above expenses for each 
year in the forecast period. 

Sources of Funds: 

The sources of funds columns reflect the combined contribution of revenue derived 
from: 

Existing improvement fund balances; 

Annual net Income; and 

The deposit of bond proceeds in the amount of $76,691,237 from the issuance 
of an $86 million bond In 1990. 

Uses of Funds: 

The first column displays the ·project cost envisioned in this program for each 
year through 1996; 

The next column displays the annual debt service requirement on the issuance 
of an $86 million bond. The bond is assumed to have a cost of capital of 7.93 
percent and a term of 30 years; 

The next column reflects the net debt service requirement after accounting for 
earnings from the improvement fund and debt service reserves; 

The cumulative surplus column displays annual surplus accumulations over 
project costs; and 

The net coverage ratio column demonstrates that the cumulative surplus will 
cover the minimum investment market ratio of 1.2 percent of annual debt 
service. 
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IV-3 Commuter System Recommendations 

The Legislation that created the commuter ticket program permits the charging of 
commuter tickets up to 50 percent of regular charges. The system currently charges 50 
percent of the pre-1982 toll charges, which is less than current charges. The across the 
board 15 percent fare increase will be applied to the commuter fare program, and will 
leave the level of discount at greater than 50 percent of the new charges. The consultants 
recommend no change at this time to the level of discount. The system will be 
undergoing a thorough review by the MTA designed to assess the administrative aspects 
of operating the system, including the development of better data regarding patterns of 
use, equity of charges and revenue implications of the commuter program. 

One of the prime reasons for having a commuter fare system is to help divert traffic 
during the week to the Turnpike, thereby taking advantage of the underutilization at that 
time and relieving other congested roadways. Any changes that are made to the system 
should encourage and expand commuter use and ensure access to all commuters. 
However, no changes should be made to the system until the MTA's review is completed. 

IV-4 Other Recommendations 

1. The Turnpike Authority should conduct traffic management studies to address the 
following issues: 

Appropriate traffic management approaches and the identification of strategies 
for Implementing them; 

The characteristics of travelers and how they relate to Route 1 congestion 
problems; and 

A cost allocation study to determine the equity distribution of charges among 
categories of users with particular attention to the feasibility of establishing a 
seasonal pricing differential once widening is completed. 

2. The Authority's bond issue indenture agreement should be designed with 
sufficient flexibility so that future, out-year surplus funds can be used to address 
evolving improvement programs within the corridor, once essential Turnpike 
needs are fulfilled. 
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Appendix A 
HISTORY OF MAINE TURNPIKE 

This section provides an historical overview of how the turnpike evolved to Its current 
state today. 

The Maine Turnpike first opened for traffic on December 13, 194 7. Developed at a cost 
of $20.6 million, it began as a 45-mile, ~ur-lane divided highway running from Kittery 
to Portland. 

A 66-mile extension to Augusta, Including a four-mile spur to U.S. Route 1 in Falmouth, 
opened 8 years later In 1955. The cost was $78.6 million, Including the refunding of 
approximately $20 million of the 1945 bond issue. 

Through the years, the Turnpike has played a major role In relieving traffic congestion 
problems in the state's southern tier and addressing economic development issues at 
Inland communities. 

It is the intent of the Maine Legislature that the economic and social well-being of the 
citizens of the State depend upon the safety, efficiency and modern functional state of 
the Turnpike. 

The Legislature's policy also states that safety and welfare requires the rebuilding, 
redesign or improvement of the existing Turnpike facilities from York to Augusta to 
accommodate the Increased traffic experienced since the opening of the Turnpike and to 
provide Turnpike facilities which are consistent with modern knowledge of safety 
design: and that the economy of the State also requires such improvement in order to 
encourage travel and commerce into and out of the State. 

Congestion problems on Route 1 in the· 1940s gave impetus to the the creation of the 
Maine Turnpike Authority in 1941. 

Immediately prior to the creation of the Authority, the State Highway Commission was 
concerned about the Inadequate condition of Route 1 between Kittery and Portland. The 
State Highway Department proposed a number of by-passes to direct traffic away from 
congested and built-up areas on Route 1, but the Department's proposals were opposed 
by several municipalities and various groups that considered the by-passes detrimental 
to their welfare. 

As transportation conditions worsened along the southern tip of ~oute 1 , a small group 
from that section of the state began to consider the feasibility of a turnpike between 
Kittery and Portland. 

Among the group's leaders were George D. Varney of York County, speaker of the Maine 
House of Representatives: Mrs. George C. Lord of Wells, a member of the State Highway 
Commission; and Representative joseph Sayward of Kennebunk. The group was 
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influenced to a large extent by the construction of the Pennsylvania Turnpike in 1940, 
and Mr. Varney prepared a bill similar to the Pennsylvania Turnpike legislation. Mr. 
Sayward then presented it to the Legislature. 

The Maine Turnpike Authority was created as an independent state agency and was given 
the authority to construct a turnpike "from some point at or near Kittery to a point at or 
near Fort Kent." The Legislature Intentionally delegated the responsibility for turnpike 
construction to the Authority, and precluded any financial commitment by the State for 
turnpike construction and maintenance. 

The Authority was empowered to issue bonds and establish tolls in order to raise 
revenues required to construct and operate a Turnpike. 

The Legislature appropriated $10,000 for operating expenses for the Authority for the 
Interim period between the time of appointment of Authority members and the issuance 
of Turnpike bonds. No other state monies, however, have been appropriated by the 
Legislature to the Authority. 

Following full redemption of the Turnpike bonds, the Turnpike, by the 1941 Act, would 
become a toll-free highway administered by the State Highway Department. It was the 
first toll highway financed by revenue bonds to be built in the United States. 

Movement towards an extension to Augusta began in the late 1940s, shortly after the 
original turnpike opened. The Maine Good Roads Association, a trade group, deemed the 
Kittery-to-Portland highway a success, and declared in a 1950 report that an extension. 
of the toll road to Augusta, Waterville or Bangor would accelerate economic 
development in the state. 

Traffic and engineering surveys were completed in the early 1950s, leading to the 
opening of the extension in 1955. 

In 1971, the Authority, on a recommendation from its consulting engineers, undertook a 
comprehensive program of improvements to the southernmost section of the Maine 
Turnpike. One of these improvements was the enlargement of the Turnpike from a four
lane road to a six-lane road by the construction of two additional lanes, with the aim of 
eventual expansion of the Turnpike to eight lanes. 

The Authority actually built several miles of new lanes and was continuing to build in 
order to finish Its anticipated program. At this point, the State Department of 
Environmental Protectiort sought an opinion from the Attorney General as to the 
Authority's program and conduct in building additional lanes. 

In a memorandum, the Att~mey General concluded that indeed the Authority was 
subject to the law. The Maine courts determined that the Authority had exceeded the 
powers conferred to in Its Enabling Act that existed at that time. The planned expansion 
was ultimately halted as a result of legal challenges. 
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Since 1973, when energy costs began to increase dramatically, public transportation 
agencies have been faced with the increasingly difficult problem of adequately funding 
the maintenance of existing facilities and Improvement projects. Costs for asphalt and 
other oil-related products, so vital to highway maintenance, escalated rapidly, as did 
maintenance requirements, as the tax-supported Interstate Highway System began to age. 

This was worsened by energy conservation measures of the motoring public who, when 
faced with rising motor fuel costs, made determined efforts to decrease gasoline 
consumption, thereby decreasing gas tax income to the federal and state governments. 

Over the years, tripartite agreements have been entered Into by the federal government, 
the Maine Department of Transportation and the Maine Turnpike Authority for use of 
federal money on connections between the Turnpike and the Interstate Highway System. 
The federal monies Involved totalled approximately $8.7 million. Under the agreement, 
the Maine Turnpike would convert to a tax-supported status upon retirement of the then 
current bonded indebtedness. 

As the Turnpike approached the bond repayment date, the issue of whether the road 
should remain as a toll road became a subject of controversy and debate in the Maine 
Legislature. In the late 1970s, the Legislature adopted a plan to convert the Turnpike to a 
barrier system for fare collection, thereby foregoing some level of revenue that could be 
applied to maintenance and operation. 

This Issue was revisited again in the early 1980s in 'the face of declining gas tax dollars 
and other demands on MOOT revenue. The Legislature reversed the earlier position and 
dedded to maintain the dosed system toll structure. 

This was accomplished through Legislative Document (L.D.) No. 1691 (Chapter 492, 
Public Laws of the State of Maine, 1981) relating to the future operations of the Maine 
Turnpike. In summary, the bill included the continuation of tolls on the turnpike; 
established a priority system for construction of access roads or interchanges beginning 
with Industrial park areas In Lewiston and Auburn; authorized a $4.7 million Turnpike 
revenue contribution to MOOT if the funds are available; and led to the implementation 
of the commuter pass system. A new bond was Issued In order to repay the 
aforementioned federal monies. 

MOOT and the Turnpike Authority sought and received congressional approval to repay 
without interest the initial federal contributions, and to remain as an operating toll road 
after debt retirement. 

In 1987, the Legislature gave the Turnpike Authority permission to widen the Turnpike 
from two to three lanes, and Increased the Authority's bonding capacity to help pay for 
the work. 
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Today, the official limits of the Maine Turnpike extends 100 miles from the York Toll 
Plaza on the south to the Augusta Toll Plaza in the north. ·There are 14 internal 
interchanges. Two of the interchanges provide only partial service. The Scarborough 
Interchange, Exit 6A, serves traffic to and from the south only, while the Scarborough 
Downs Interchange, Exit 6, is operated seasonally in conjunction with the Scarborough 
Downs Race Track. 

From Kittery to Portland, the Turnpike follows an alignment which is generally parallel 
to, and in close proximity to, U.S. ·Route 1. North of Portland, the alignment takes a 
more inland routing toward the communities of Lewiston and Auburn, onward to the 
terminal point in Augusta. 

The Maine Turnpike section between the York Toll Plaza, Exit 1, and the Falmouth-Route 
1 Interchange, Exit 9, has been incorporated into the Interstate Highway System as 
Interstate 95, or 1-95. The section between Exit 9 and Exit 14 is designated as 1-495. The 
1-95 designation is used on the section between the Gardiner Interchange, Exit 14, and 
the northern terminal point at the Augusta Toll Plaza, Exit 15. 

In late 1973, the Scarborough Interchange, Exit 6A, was opened to traffic, providing a 
connection between the Turnpike and Interstate Route 295. This route traverses an 
alignment south and east of Portland connecting with Interstate Route 95 at Falmouth. 
As a result of the Interstate Routes 295 and 95 construction, a highly competitive 
routing to the Maine Turnpike is available for motorists desiring to travel between 
Portland and Gardiner, and points beyond. 
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APPENDIX C 
MUNICIPAL SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

AND SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 

1. Are you familiar with the 1984 Maine Turnpike capital improvement study? 
Yes 19 
No 9 
Somewhat 7 
N/A 1 

2. What is your opinion of adding a third lane? 
Yes 29 
No 6 
Maybe 1 

3. What is your opinion of preparation for a fourth lane? 
Yes 23 
No 9 
Later 3 
Maybe 1 

4. Do you support the proposed interchange program? 
Yes 12 
No 7 
Maybe 2 
Not familiar 13 
Only Ogunquit 1 
Not Ogunquit 1 

4b. Are other interchanges needed? Where? 
Yes 2 
No 7 

Wells/Ogunquit 5 
Ogunquit 2 
Arundel 2 
Biddeford 2 
SKo 1 
Kittery/York 1 
Scarborough 1 
York Beach 1 
Cutts Road 1 
Dennett Road 1 
Congress Street-7a 1 
N&.S of Ogunquit 1 
OOB/S Portland 1 
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4c. Do you believe any interchanges should be seasonal? 
Yes 1 
No 14 
Maybe 1 

Which ones? 
Wells/Ogunquit 3 
Wells/York 2 
N&.S of Ogunquit 1 

Sa. Do you believe the Turnpike widening would impact on Route 1 7 
Yes 19 
No 13 
Maybe 1 
Don't know 1 

Sb. How will it impact Route 1 7 
Relieve congestion, decrease traffic on Route 1 
Increase traffic along Route 1 
Bring more tourists to ME{fumpike more attractive, 
net effect immeasurable 
Shoppers will use Route 1 regardless 
New interchange will not help, more people seem to 
enter Route 1 than to exit 

14 
4 

2 
1 

6. Ranking of projects/issues 

Ranks 
1 
17 
0 
5 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
8 
10 
1 
2 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 

3 
1 
7 
1 
9 

0 

1 
0 

4 
1 
3 
0 
3 
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5 
0 
2 
0 
1 

0 

Categories 

Third lane 
Prep for fourth lane 
Interchange-Ogunquit 
Use of $ for MOOT 
lnterchange-Saco 
lnterchange-Dennett Road 
lnterchange-Cutts Road 
Interchange-Congress Street 
Improve off-Turnpike roads 
Place MTA under DOT 
Interchange-Wells/Ogunquit 
Remove tolls 
Interchange-Scarborough 
lnterchange-N&.S of Ogunquit. 
Interchange-Arundel 
Interchange-Kennebunk/ 
Biddeford 



7a. Do you support toll increases? 
Yes* 25 
No 8 
~aybe 1 
No tolls 1 

* ~ost said, "if necessary to maintain the highway" 

7b. Should the toll Increases be across the board? 
Yes 20 
No 8 

7c. Should the increase be at the level proposed? 
Yes 16 
No 6 
Don'tknow 7 

7d. Should .tolls be higher during peak traffic hours, such as during the summer months and 
weekends? 

Yes 10 
No 25 

7e. Do you favor county-wide or exit-to-exit commuter passes? 
Exit to exit 23 
County-wide 6 
Both 2 

7f. Should the commuter rate remain at its current rate? 
Current rate 22 
Reduced rate 7 
Increased 1 
NoAnswer 3 
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Appendix D 
A1TITUDINAL SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

AND SUMMARY Of RESPONSES 

Hello, I'm , and I'm calling for Pulse Unlimited, a public opinion polling 
company, and I'd like to ask you a few questions on a strictly confidential basis. 

1. Are you over 18 years old? (If not, ask to speak to someone at this number who is 18 
years or older. If no person at this number over· 18 or the number is not a 
residence, terminate interview.) 

Yes 1 100% 

2. Generally, what is your opinion of the overall transportation system in Maine? (roads, 
buses, trains) 

Excellent 1 2.4% 
Good 2 31.5 
Fair 3 33.2 
Poor 
Don't know 

3. What about the road system alone? 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Don't know 

4. In your judgment, how Important 
development? 

Very Important 
Somewhat important 
Somewhat unimportant 
Very unimportant 
Don't know 

is the road system in Maine 

4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

for 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

5. In your judgement, how important is the road system in Maine for tourism? 
Very important 1 
Somewhat important 2 
Somewhat unimportant 3 
Very unimportant 4 
Don't know 5 
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14.7 
18.2 

2.7% 
35.1 
36.4 
24.5 

1.3 

economic 

75.8% 
16.6 
2.8 
0.2 
4.6 

74.1% 
18.5 
3.6 
1.3 
2.5 



6. Generally, how would you rate your Legislature in its handling of the road system and 
related problems? 

Very favorable 1 12.5% 
Somewhat favorable 2 39.3 
Somewhat unfavorable 3 18.4 
Very unfavorable 4 11.9 
Don't know 5 17.9 

7. When you think of the Maine Turnpike and the way it is maintained, which of the 
following views comes closest to your own? 

I believe it is better maintained than other state roads. 1 61.4% 
I believe it is less well maintained than other state roads. 2 3.2 
I believe it is maintained about the same as other Maine roads. 3 26.9 
Don't know. 4 5.9 

8. Do you think that the current toll rates are justified, given the level of service on the 

9. 

Maine Turnpike? 
Yes 1 79.4% 
No 2 13.9 
Don't know 3 6.6 

In your opinion, should the Maine Turnpike continue to be a toll road? 
Yes 

No 
Don't know 

1 
2 
3 

73.99u 
19.9 
6.5 

10. Would you be more or less in favor of abolishing the tolls if you knew that over 40% of 
the money comes from out-of-state visitors? 

Much more in favor of abolishing 1 14.6% 
Somewhat more in favor of abolishing 2 4.0 
Somewhat less in favor of abolishing 3 16.0 
Much less in favor of abolishing 4 56.8 
Don't know 5 8. 7 

11. Would you be more or less in favor or charging higher tolls for those who use the Maine 
Turnpike during the peak summer hours if this meant that a higher percent of revenue 
would come from out-of-state visitors? 

Much more in favor 1 21% 
Somewhat more in favor 2 8.2 
Somewhat less in favor 3 10.3 
Much less in favor 4 54.4 
Don't know 5 6.0 
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12. Would you personally be willing to pay higher tolls in the summer if you knew that it 
would reduce your toll costs on a yearly basis? 

Yes 1 39.5% 
No 2 51.9 
Don't know 3 8.6 

13. What Is your current view of the Maine Turnpike Authority? 
Very favorable 1 23.1% 
Somewhat favorable 2 34.3 
Somewhat unfavorable 3 5.1 
Very unfavorable 4 3.6 
Don't know 5 33.9 

14. Speaking of the Maine Turnpike authority, some people say that it should be abolished 
and its responsibilities taken over by the Department of Transportation directly. Other 
people say the present system is working well and shouldn't be changed. Which view 
comes dosest to your own? 

Feel strongly Authority should be abolished 1 1 0% 
Feel Authority should be abolished 2 5.2 
Feel Authority should not be abolished 3 24.5 
Feel strongly Authority should not be abolished 4 25.8 
Don't know 5 34.5 

15. Currently, there are plans to widen the Maine Turnpike from four to six lanes from Kittery 
to South Portland. At the present time, are you for or against widening the Maine 
Turnpike? 

Very much In favor 1 42.9% 
Somewhat in favor 2 12.8 
Somewhat against 3 7.3 
Very much against 4 30.2 
Don't know 5 6.8 

16. Who do you think benefits most by widening the Maine Turnpike? (Do not read) 
All/everybody/most people 1 38% 
Truckers 2 4.3 
Tourists 3 25.6 
Commuters 4 7.8 
Communities along the Turnpike 5 10.3 
Nobody/no benefit 6 5.5 
Other (keep list) 7 3.5. 
Don't know 8 5.1 
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17. In your opinion, who will ultimately end up paying for most of the cost of widening the 
Maine Turnpike? (Do not read) 

Everybody in Maine 1 72.3% 
People who use it 2 16.8 
Out-of-staters/visitors/tourists 3 4. 7 
Nobody 4 .2 
Other (keep list} 5 2. 7 
Don't know 6 3.3 

Would you be more or less in favor of widening the Maine Turnpike and improving it if you 
knew the following? 

18. That the total project would cost $128 million? 
Much more In favor 1 20.7% 
Somewhat more in favor 2 13.3 
Somewhat less in favor 3 15.3 
Much less in favor 4 39.7 
Don't know 5 10.9 

19. That of the total project, $84 million would go for widening the Turnpike and rebuilding 
31 bridges and $44 million would go to create or reconstruct 9 interchanges and access 
roads? 

Much more In favor 1 24.2% 
Somewhat more in favor 2 22.3 
Somewhat less in favor 3 11.6 
Much less in favor 4 30.6 
Don't know 5 11.3 

20. That the project would lead to increased tolls? 
Much more in favor 1 18.6% 
Somewhat more in favor 2 20.8 
Somewhat less in favor 3 16.3 
Much less in favor 4 36.5 
Don't know 5 7.8 

21. That the project would not lead to increased tolls? 
Much more in favor 1 32.5% 
Somewhat more In favor 2 24.6 
Somewhat less in favor 3 7.6 
Much less in favor 4 26.1 
Don't know 5 9.2 
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22. That it would be much more expensive to widen the road in the future? 
Much more in favor 33.9% 
Somewhat more In favor 2 25.9 
Somewhat less In favor 3 7.8 
Much less in favor 4 26.1 
Don't know 5 6.3 

23. That it would lead to more tourists coming to Maine? 
Much more in favor 33.90A> 
Somewhat more in favor 2 20.9 
Somewhat less In favor 3 9.5 
Much less In favor 4 2.8 
Don't know 5 7.8 

24. That its primary purpose would be to relieve congestion on 1 0 weekends during the 
summer? 

Much more in favor 1 34.3% 
Somewhat more in favor 2 19.3 
Somewhat less in favor 3 12.0 
Much less in favor 4 29.6 
Don't know 5 4.7 

25. That traffic flows are Increasing 7% per year on the Maine Turnpike? 
Much more in favor 1 35.6% 
Somewhat more in favor 2 22.6 
Somewhat less in favor 3 7.4 
Much less In favor 4 26.9 
Don't know 5 7.4 

26. That projected increases in traffic will lead to stop-and-go driving in the portion of the 
Turnpike from Kittery to South Portland by the year 1994? 

Much more in favor 3 7% 
Somewhat more in favor 2 21.1 
Somewhat less in favor 3 7. 9 
Much less in favor 4 26.5 
Don't know 5 7.5 
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27. Speaking of congestion, some people say that the congestion on the Maine Turnpike is 
bad and getting worse, and we have to do something about it. Others say it's no worse 
than in the past, and we don't have to do anything about it. Still others say it has gotten 
worse, but we don't have to do anything about it at this point. Which view comes dosest 
to your own? 

Congestion getting worse-we need to do something about it. 1 50.90Al 
Congestion Isn't getting worse-we don't need to do anything 

about it. 2 20.3 
Congestion is getting worse, but we don't have to do anything 

about it at this point. 
Don't know 

3 
4 

15.2 
13.6 

28. Have you personally experienced any significant delays in your travels on the Maine 
Turnpike during the past year? 

Yes 1 27.7% 
No 
Don't know 

2 
3 

70.4 
1.9 

29. In your view, would widening the Maine Turnpike relieve congestion? 

30. 

Widening the highway will not relieve congestion. 
Widening the highway will have no effect on congestion 
Widening the highway will relieve congestion. 
Don't know. 

Do you presently use any portion of the Maine Turnpike? 
No 
Yes (portion north of Portland) 
Yes (portion south of Portland) 
Yes (both portions) 
Don't know 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

20.8% 
18.4 
31.2 
29.3 
0.3 

1 
2 
3 
4 

16.5% 
16.0 
59.6 
10.0 

To county 
use #1 
use #2 
use #2 

31. What is your primary purpose for using the Turnpike? 
Work 
Shopping 
Visiting relatives/friends 
Recreation (dining out, movies, etc.) 
Don't know/don't use it 

If answer to question #30 was "no," go to question #34. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

21.90Al 
17.3 
35.5 
24.9 

.4 

If answer to question #30 was "yes-north," ask question #32 and then go to 
question #34. 
If answer to question #30 was "yes-south" or "yes-both," go to question #33 and 
proceed. 
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32. How often do you use the northern portion of the Turnpike? 
Frequently (5 days a week or more) 
Often (2-5 days a week, during the week) 
Often (2-5 days a week, some during the weekend) 
Occasionally (once every two weeks or less) 
Infrequently ( 1 day a month or less) 
Rarely/Don't know 

33. How often do you use the southern portion of the Turnpike? 
Frequently (5 days a week or more) 
Often (2-5 days a week, during the week) 
Often (2-5 days a week, some during the weekend) 
Occasionally (once every two weeks or less) 
Infrequently ( 1 day a month or less) 
Rarely/Don't know 

34. What county do you live in? (By obseNation) 
Region I (Aroostook) 
Region II (Hancock/Washington) 
Region Ill (Penobscot/Piscataquis) 
Region IV (Kennebec/Somerset) 
Region V (Lincoln/Knox/Waldo/Sagadahoc) 
Region VI (Cumberland) 
Region VII (Franklin/Oxford/ Androscoggin) 
Region VIII (York) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

(7.7%) 
(6.7%) 

(13.5%) 
(13.7%) 
(10.5%) 
(19.3%) 
(15.5%) 
(13.1%) 

3.2% 
4.8 
8.1 

30.6 
43.5 

9.7 

8.4% 
5.8 

16.1 
26.6 
31.1 
11.9 

7.6% 
6.4 

13.8 
13.8 
10.6 
19.4 
15.4 
12.8 

(Ask of Cumberland and York County residents only, all others get marked as "3s"' for 
question #36.) 

35. How dose do you live to the Maine Turnpike south of Portland? 
Less than 15 minutes away 
15-30 minutes away 
Over 30 minutes away 

1 
2 
3 

37.3% 
7.3 

55.4 

The following portion of the questionnaire is for those people who say they use the 
Maine Turnpike ''frequently" or "often" no matter where they Ilve and for those who llve 
within 30 minutes of the southern portion of the Tumplke. All others go to question #55. 

36. During the summer months, do you ever avoid the Maine Turnpike because you know it 
will be too crowded? 

No 
Yes, occasionally 
Yes, frequently 
Don't know 
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72.5% 
16.3 
10.0 
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37. Do you ever avoid Route One because you know it will be too crowded? 
No 1 24.4% 
Yes, occasionally 2 19.4 
Yes, frequently 3 52.8 
Don't know 4 3.4 

38. Do you use the Turnpike's frequent commuter discount program? 
Yes 1 9.4% 
No 2 90.3 
Don't know 3 .3 

(If answer to #38 is ')les," ask #39 and #40; otherwise go to #41.) 

39. Are you satisfied with the amount of the discount? 
Yes 1 90.3% 
No 2 0 
Don't know 3 9.7 

40. Do you feel that the exit-to-exit restriction makes sense? 
Yes 1 71% 
No 2 12.9 
Don't know 3 16.1 

41. What would cause you to use the Turnpike more? (Do not read) 
Lower tolls 1 5.6% 
Better discounts 2 .6 
Fewer restrictions 3 .6 
Less congestion 4 18.1 
More interchanges 5 3.8 
Other reasons 6 32.5 
Don't know 7 38.8 

42. What would cause you to use the Turnpike less? (Do not read) 
Tolls too high 1 12.6% 
Too much congestion 2 24.8 
Other reasons 3 9.7 
Don't know 4 8.5 
Wouldn't less use Turnpike 5 44.3 

Some people say there is no need to widen the Turnpike at the present time, that the summer 
and week-end congestion can be dealt with in other ways. 
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43. One of these proposals would be to have southern Maine employees get out of 
work at different times (ranging from 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.) to help prevent 
congestion during peak use times. Would you be for or against such an alternative? 

Strongly for 1 32.6% 
Somewhat for 2 18.2 
Somewhat against 3 1 0.3 
Strongly against 
Don't know 

44. Would you personally be wllling to work staggered 
congestion on the Maine Turnpike? 

Yes, strongly 
Yes, somewhat 
No, somewhat 
No, strongly 
Don't know 

work days 

4 
5 

to 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

26.6 
12.2 

help relieve 

26.6% 
11.9 

7.2 
34.7 
19.7 

45. Another way which has been suggested is to dramatically increase the highway 
tolls at the most crowded times, such as tripling the cost of tolls during selected 
hours on summer weekends. Would you be in favor of or against such an 
alternative? 

Yes, strongly 
Yes, somewhat 
No, somewhat 
No, strongly 
Don't know 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

10.9% 
6.3 
7.5 

71.3 
4.1 

46. Would a tripling of tolls during peak hours make you change your driving habits 
and not use the Turnpike during these times? 

Very likely 1 55.6% 
Somewhat likely 2 1 0.6 
Somewhat unlikely 3 5.9 
Not very likely at all 4 22.5 
Don't know 5 5.3 

47. If you personally had to choose between paying higher tolls or experiencing more 
congestion, which would you pick? 

Higher tolls 1 64.1% 
More congestion 2 21.9 
Don't know 3 14.1 
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48. Another way which has been suggested is to expand existing ride share programs 
offered by private business and state government. Would you be in favor of or against 
such an alternative? 

Strongly for 1 57.2% 
Somewhat for 2 19.7 
Somewhat against 3 5.6 
Strongly against 4 6.6 
Don't know 5 10.9 

49. How likely is it that you would ever join a ride share program? 
Very unlikely 
Somewhat unlikely 
Somewhat likely 
Very likely 
Don't know 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

38.6% 
12.2 
15 
26.3 

7.8 

50. · Still another proposal would be to have such major traffic destinations as the Maine Mall 
charge for parking, therefore encouraging drivers to car pool or go less frequently. Would 
you be for or against such a proposal? 

Strongly for 1 1 0.6% 
Somewhat for 2 6.3 
Somewhat against 3 6. 9 
Strongly against 4 68.4 
Don't know 5 7.8 

51. If the Maine Mall charged for parking, would it reduce the number of times you went 
there or make you more likely to car pool? 

Much more likely 1 41.6% 
Somewhat more likely 2 15.3 
Somewhat less likely 3 1 0.6 
Much less likely 4 20.3 
Don't know 5 12.2 

52. In your judgment, which area most needs an additional interchange on the southern 
portion of the Maine Turnpike? 

Ogunquit 1 16.6% 
Old Orchard Beach 2 12.5 
Biddeford 3 7.2 
Arundel 4 0. 9 
Between Biddeford and Kennebunkport 5 9.4 
York Beach 6 5.6 
Don't know 7 47.8 
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53. Which would be your second choice? 
Ogunquit 1 6.6% 
Old Orchard Beach 2 9.4 
Biddeford 3 4.7 
Arundel 4 1.6 
Between Biddeford and Kenneburykport 5 8.8 
York Beach 6 5.9 
Don't know 7 63.1 

Now, I'd like to ask you a few questions for purely statistical purposes. 

54. Sex/Occupation 
Male/works at home 1 13.8% 
Male/works outside the home 2 28.8 
Female/works at home 3 27.7 
Female/works outside the home 4 29.7 

55. Age 
18-24 1 8.2% 
25-44 2 43.7 
45-60 3 23.4 
Over60 4 24.7 

56. Turnpike Oversample 
Base survey (500} 1 79.1% 
Corridor Oversample ( 150} 2 20.9 
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57. Town Code 
Other 1 63.1 o/o 

Kittery 2.1 1.1% 
Kennebunkport 2.2 1.9 
Kennebunk 2.3 1.7 
Wells 2.4 1.6 
Ogunquit 2.5 .8 
Old Orchard 2.6 1.4 
South Berwick 2.7 0.9 
Lyman 2.8 0 
Arundel 2.9 0.5 
North Berwick 3.1 0.3 
Sa co 3.2 2.4 
York 3.3 1.7 
Alfred 3.4 .3 
Scarborough 3.5 0.8 
Sanford 3.6 2.1 
Biddeford 3.7 3.2 
South Portland 3.8 4.4 
Portland 3.9 9.2 
Cape Elizabeth 4.1 0.9 
Westbrook 4.2 1.4 

58. Education 
Grade school 1 7.6% 
High school graduate 2 43.7 
Some college 3 21.1 
College graduate 4 27.6 

59. Approximate total income of household 
$0-$14,999 1 18.2% 
$15-$29,999 2 32.8 
$30-49,999 3 25.6 
Over $50,000 4 10.0 
Don't know/won't say 5 13.4 
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Appendix E 

Average Annual Dally Traffic 
1987 

Southbound Northbo und 
15. Augusta 

8.506 7947 
14. Gardiner 

3.751 3770 
13. Lewiston 

5.458 5 368 
12. Auburn 

7.349 7 406 
11. Gray 

8.859 8 912 
10. Portland-North 

9.226 9 211 
9. Falmouth-Route 1 

13.067 12 759 
8. Portland-Westbrook 

14.298 14 078 
7. South Portland 

13.555 13 193 
6A. Scarborough 

20.029 20.122 
6. Scarborough Downs 

19.971 20143 
5. Saco 

18.473 18 410 
4. Biddeford 

16.481 16.332 
3. Kennebunk 

15.659 15 653 
2. Wells-Sanford 

15.487 15 469 
1. York 
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INTERCHANGE 

1 York 

2 Wells-Sanford 

3 Kennebunk 

4 Biddeford 

5 Saco 

6 Scar. Downs 

6A Scarborough 

7 So. Portland 

8 Port-Westbrook 

9 Falmouth-Rt 1 

10 Portland North 

11 Gray 

12 Auburn 

13 Lewiston 

14 Gardiner 

15 Augusta 

TOTAL 

197 5 
PERCENT 

1978 CHANGE 

16,200 18,986 I 6. 2l 

2,549 3,533 I 3. 8l 

l, 567 2, _315 10.3 

2,967 4.287 5.0 

2,797 4,127 4.2 

3,732 6,638 2.1 

6,557 8,463 0.3 

6,944 8,144 !3.ll 

4,338 4,604 I 6. 5l 

1,769 2,051 2.2 

2.494 3,171 I 3. 8l 

3,752 4,701 0.7 

2,930 3,810 110.7) 

2,102 5,127 3.0 

8,200 10,347 I 3. 9) 

68,898 90,304 I 2. 0 l 

PERCENT 
1979 CHANGE 

17,807 3.0 

3,398 9.7 

2,554 10.9) 

4,503 3.8 

4,302 6.3 

6,780 7.2 

8,488 10.6) 

7,891 11.9) 

4,307 10.8) 

2,097 (2.3) 

3,051 (0.7) 

4, 735 11.0) 

3,403 (1.9) 

5,283 1.2 

9,942 0.3 

88,541 1.6 

PERCENT 
1980 CHANGE 

18,334 6.1 

3,728 7.2 

2,530 6.1 

4.674 7.3 

4,572 5.2 

7,265 8.3 

8,436 3.1 

7,744 5.3 

4,273 4.9 

2,049 4.0 

3,029 4.3 

4,686 5.3 

3,337 5.5 

5,347 6.0 

9,974 4.5 

89,978 5.6 

APPENDIX F 

ANNUAL ENTERING AND EXITING TRAFFIC TRENDS 

PERCENT 
1981 CHANGE 

19,460 7.8 

3,997 11.6 

2,684 11.6 

5,016 13.2 

4,809 13.8 

SEASONAL INTERCHANGE 

7,871 11.1 

8,698 12.8 

8,158 10.6 

4,482 8.1 

2,130 14.3 

3,158 10.1 

4,936 10.3 

3,519 11.2 

5,668 13.4 

10,424 7.9 

TOTAL VEHICLES 

1982 

20,978 

4,460 

2,995 

5,678 

5, 47 3 

8, 743 

9,808 

9,023 

4,846 

2, 434 

3,477 

5,446 

3,914 

6, 427 

11,252 

PERCENT 
CHANGE 

6.4 

6.0 

5.9 

6.6 

20.7 

7.9 

8.9 

5. 6 

6.3 

9.2 

9.1 

6.3 

3.7 

6.3 

6.7 

95,010 10.5 104,954 7.5 

PERCENT 
1983 CHANGE 

22,326 5.4 

4,727 13.0 

3,173 12.3 

6,051 12.3 

6,606 22.6 

9,430 10.8 

10,685 16.1 

9,530 10.9 

5,150 9.9 

2,657 17.5 

3,792 12.1 

5,787 8.0 

4,058 7.4 

6,833 8.3 

12,008 6.5 

112,813 10.4 

PERCENT 
1984 CHANGE 

23,533 7.8 

5,341 11.0 

3,563 8.7 

6,798 10.4 

8,097 17.9 

10.445 3.8 

12,401 11 .5 

10,568 9.2 

5,662 17.8 

3,123 14.8 

4,252 10.1 

6,252 4.8 

4,359 7.7 

7.400 9.2 

12,794 6.4 

PERCENT 
1985 CHANGE 

25,3 79 11.5 

5,929 16.2 

3,872 17.8 

7.507 12.8 

9,534 16.8 

10,837 10.5 

13,829 15.7 

11,542 17.0 

6,668 29.1 

3,584 19.0 

4,681 18.3 

6,549 14.8 

4,696 9.3 

8,083 12.6 

13,612 12.1 

PERCENT 
1986 CHANGE 

28,303 9.4 

6,888 11.7 

4,562 10.5 

8,468 11.4 

11,133 15.5 

11,980 11.9 

15,994 10.8 

13,506 12.2 

8,611 10.5 

4,265 17.8 

5,539 19.4 

7,515 13.3 

5,135 10.0 

9,104 29.3 

15,263 11.4 

1987 

30,960 

7 '691 

5,041 

9,432 

12,864 

13,408 

17,723 

15,159 

9, 511 

5,023 

6,616 

8,515 

5,649 

10,451 

17,007 

124,588 9.4 136,302 14.6 156,266 12.0 175,050 

COMPOUNDED 
ANNUAL 
PERCENT 
CHANGE 
1975-1987 

5. 5 

9.6 

10.2 

10.1 

13.6 

11.2 

8.6 

6. 7 

6.8 

9.1 

8.5 

7 .1 

5.6 

14.3 

6.3 

8.1 

COMPOUNDED 
ANNUAL 
PERCENT 
~HANGE 

1980-1987 

7. 8 

10.9 

10.4 

10.6 

15.9 

9.2 

11.2 

10.1 

12.1 

13.7 

11.8 

8.9 

7.8 

10.1 

7.9 

10.0 



I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
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I 

I 
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Appendix G 

Average Annual Daily Traffic 
Existing Interchanges 

2000 

Southbound Northbo und 
15. Augusta 

17.240 16 291 
14. Gardiner 

6.398 6.505 
13. Lewiston 

10.037 9948 
12. Auburn 

14.389 14609 
11. Gray 

18.323 18 508 
10. Portland-North 

19.412 19427 
9. Falmouth-Route 1 

27.361 26754 
8. Portland-Westbrook 

30.318 29918 
7. South Portland 

29.419 28697 
6A. Scarborough 

44.837 45 213 
6. Scarborough Downs 

44.731 45.262 
5. Saco 

40.198 40087 
4. Biddeford 

34.813 34478 
3. Kennebunk 

32.204 32 214 
2. Wells-Sanford 

31.012 30638 
1. York 
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Appendix H 

Average Annual Daily Traffic 
Future Interchanges 

2000 

Southbound Northbo und 
15. Augusta 

19.295 18.451 
14. Gardiner 

9.319 9619 
138. State Route 9 

2.44~ 9.737 
13A. Grove Street 

8.523 8.877 
13. Lewiston 

11.123 11 405 
12A. S. Main Street, St. Rt. 136 

14.501 14 781 
12. Auburn 

14,770 15 143 
11. Gray 

18,526 19 756 
10. Portland-North 

20,404 21 492 
9. Falmouth-Route 1 

29,266 30168 
SA. Forest Avenue 

'31.317 32 218 
8. Portland-Westbrook 

33,134 33 182 
7A. Congress Street 

~2.~41 32.391 
7. South Portland 

30.573 30.303 
6A. Scarborough 

44,988 45 934 
6. Scarborough Downs 

44,999 45 935 
5. Saco 

41.479 41 582 
4. Biddeford 

33,707 33 830 
3. Kennebunk 

~2,034 32469 
2. Wells-Sanford 

31,482 31 780 
1A. Ogunquit-Wells 

~1.191 31 484 
L York 
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Appendix I 
LEVELS Of SERVICE 

The following level of service definitions are derived from the Highway Capadty Manual, 
1985 Transportation Research Board, National Research Council. 

Level of SeNice A - Level A describes primarily free How operations. Average 
travel speeds near 60 mph generally prevail on 70 mph freeway elements. 
Vehicles are almost completely unimpeded in their ability to maneuver within 
the traffic stream. This affords the motorist a high level of physical and 
psychological comfort. The effects of minor incidents. or breakdowns are easily 
absorbed at this level. Although they may cause a deterioration of LOS in the 
vicinity of the incident, standing queues will not form, and traffic quickly 
returns to LOS A on passing the disruption. 

Level of SeNice B - Level B also represents reasonably free-How conditions, 
speeds of over 57 mph are maintained on 70-mph freeway elements. The ability 
to maneuver within the traffic stream is only slightly restricted, and the general 
level of physical and psychological comfort provided to drivers is stili high. The 
effects of minor incidents and breakdowns are still easily absorbed, though local 
deterioration in service would be more severe than for LOS A. 

Level of SeNice C - Level C provides for stable operations, but flows approach the 
rang.e in which small increases in How will cause substantial deterioration in 
service. Average travel speeds are still over 54 mph. Freedom to maneuver within 
the traffic stream is noticeably restricted at LOS C, and lane changes require 
additional care and vigilance by the driver. Minor accidents may still be 
absorbed, but the local deterioration in service will be substantial. Queues may 
be expected to form behind any significant blockage. The driver now experiences 
a noticeable increase In tension due to the additional vigilance required for safe 
operation. 

Level of SeNice D - Level D borders on unstable How. In this range, small 
increases in How cause substantial deterioration In service. Average travel speeds 
of 46 mph or more can still be maintained on 70 mph freeway elements. Freedom 
to maneuver within the traffic stream is severely limited, and the driver 
experiences drastically reduced physical and psychological comfort levels. Even 
minor incidents can be expected to create substantial queueing, because the 
traffic stream has little space to absorb disruptions. 

Level of SeNice E - The boundary between LOS D and LOS E describes operation 
at capacity. Operations in this level are extremely unstable, because there are 
virtually no usable gaps in the traffic stream. Any disruption to the traffic stream, 
such as a vehicle entering from a ramp, or a vehicle changing lanes, causes 
following vehicles to give way to admit the vehicle. 
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This condition establishes a ·disruption wave which propagates through the 
upstream traffic flow. At capacity, the traffic stream has no ability to dissipate 
even the most minor disruptions. Any incident can be expected to produce a 
serious breakdown with extensive queueing. 

The range of flows encompassed by LOS E is relatively small compared to other 
levels, but reflects a substantial deterioration in service. Maneuverability within 
the traffic stream Is extremely limited, and the level of physical and 
psychological comfort afforded to the driver is extremely poor. Average travel 
speeds at capacity are approximately 30 mph. 

Level of Service F - Level F describes forced or breakdown flow. Such conditions 
generally exist within queues forming behind breakdown points. Such 
breakdowns occur for a number of reasons: 

1. Traffic incidents cause temporary reduction in the capacity of a short 
segment, such that the number of vehicles arriving at the point is greater than 
the number of vehicles that can traverse it. 

2. Recurring points of congestion exist, such as merge or weaving areas and lane 
drops where the number of vehicles arriving is greater than the number of 
vehldes traversing the point. 

3. In forecasting situations, any location presents a problem when the projected 
peak hour (or other) flow rate exceeds the estimated capacity of the location. 
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Appendix J 
Technical Memorandum 

User Benefits Analysis 
Maine Turnpike Widening Program 

We are pleased to submit this Technical memorandum summarizing the results of Task 4 
of the Maine Turnpike Special Studies, the User Benefits Analysis. This task was 
performed to determine the estimated benefits to motorists which could be realized by 
t.he widening of the Turnpike form Its current four-lane configuration to a six-lane cross 
section south of Interchange 6A. 

Analysis Methodology 

An iterative computer process was developed especially for this task to calculate the 
benefits related to accident reduction, operating cost reductions and reduction In delay 
to motorists. The analysis was performed for each segment of the Turnpike south of 
Interchange 6A Individually for the years 1987, 1992, 1997, and 2000. As a basic Input 
to this analysis, the results of Task 2 were utilized to obtain the average daily mainline 
traffic densities at each of the aforementioned years. For all years, except 1987, the 
"build" condition was assumed which included an interchange at Ogunquit-Wells and 
other new Interchanges In the Portland area. Benefits were estimated by the program for 
1987, representing a base condition from which to judge the reasonableness of the 
results, as well as 1992, the assumed first year of turnpike widening, 1997 and 2000. 
The interim years were extrapolated from these intervals. However, final net discounted 
benefits for use in the economic feasibility assessment assumed the widening to be 
completed by the beginning of 1992. The final benefits covered the 20-year period, 
1992 through 2011. 

The average dally mainline densities were Input into the model for three vehicle class 
categories by mainline segment. These categories were passenger cars - cash, passenger 
cars - commuter and commercial vehicles. Each input volume was varied to reflect 
monthly variations. The monthly variations were based on 1987 monthly traffic data 
provided by the Authority. The result of this was an average monthly traffic estimate for 
each vehicle class category for each mainline segment at each of the analysis years. The 
vehicle classes were then summed for each mainline segment. 

The average total monthly traffic was then varied to reflect dally traffic patterns by 
mainline segment by direction. The peak summer months, that is, May through 
September, were stratified by dally variations recorded during July, 1987. The remaining 
months used April daily variation data. The results of this step provided a typical 
Monday through Sunday for each of the months by direction and mainline segment at 
each of the analysis year levels. 
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One further stratification was then necessary ·to bring the data to the proper analysis 
level. This was to break up each day by direction into its hourly components for each 
mainline segment. This was accomplished by utilizing the hourly traffic data provided 
for a typical week in july for the peak season months and a typical week in April for 
the remaining months. This resulted in an hourly volume by direction for a Monday 
through Sunday in each month of each analysis year. The benefit calculations were then 
performed at this level. 

The first calculation performed was to compare the hourly volume to the capacity under 
the build or widened condition as well as the no-build or existing four-lane condition. 
A volume/capadty (V /C) ratio was developed in that manner. This ratio was then used to 
identify the change in speed associated with widening. This was performed by relating 
the V /C ratio to the average travel speed for freeway segments as presented by the 1985 
Highway Capacity Manual. A copy of this functional diagram is shown as Figure 1. As 
shown, for a 70 mph design speed facility, the average travel speed varies little through 
a V/C ratio of around 0.7. However, as the volume approaches capacity and the ratio 
nears 1.0, the average travel speed on a typical freeway section deteriorates rapidly. For 
example, at a V /C ratio of 0.8, the average travel speed is shown to be around 53 mph 
deteriorating to around 48 mph at a V/C ratio of 0.9 and an average travel speed of 
about 30 mph when the V /C ratio Is equal to 1.0. This average speed was then related to 
operating costs. 

It Is noted that average travel speeds at relatively low V/C ratios, I.e., high levels of 
service, are shown to converge at approximately 60 mph. In practice, under new posted 
speed limits now in effect on the Turnpike, average speeds under free flow conditions 
may well exceed 60 mph. However, for purposes of this comparative analysis, it was 
considered reasonable to use the results of extensive previous research as reported in the 
Highway Capacity Manual. As a result, impacts on travel speeds and motorist delay due 
to the widening computed in this study may be considered somewhat conservative. 

An operating cost, which varied based on the average travel speed, was then calculated 
for each segment for each hour and applied to the vehicle miles traveled calculated for 
the same segment and hour. The VMT was calculated by simply multiplying the total 
hourly density by the length of the freeway segment. For purposes of this analysis, if a 
volume was greater then the theoretical capacity per hour of the roadway segment, an 
additional mile was added to the distance calculation for each vehicle over the 1.0 
capacity threshold. This reflects some usage of the arterial or alternate routing which in 
most cases closely parallels the Turnpike. The operating costs for the build condition 
were compared to the no-build condition and a relative operating cost benefit derived. 

The calculated speed for each segment was then related to the vehicle miles traveled to 
develop a total travel time estimate for each analysis data point. Again, the total time 
was compared for both the build and no-build conditions and an incremental change in 
delay estimated. This was related to the cost per minute derived with the aid of the 1977 
document published by AASHTO entitled, "A Manual on User Benefit Analysis of 
Highway and Bus-Transit Improvements." The values presented in that publication were 
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adjusted to reflect current income levels in the corridor as well as current estimates of 
household worker hours. 

Specifically, the value of the weighted cost per minute was derived in several stages. 
First, an estimate of median household income was derived, weighted to reflect Turnpike 
usage of the Portland suburban area, Massachusetts and New Hampshire, based on traffic 
studies done by WSA in 1981. This figure was adjusted from 1986 to February 1988 by 
means of the Consumer Price Index. Secondly, median household income was divided by 
an assumed number of average annual household worker hours. AASHTO suggests 2,080 
hours per worker per year, which implies only one worker per household. It was 
assumed the average was actually higher due to the trend of a second worker per 
household and an average of 2,380 hours was used which yielded a raw cost per minute 
of $0.201. 

The raw cost per minute was then weighted by three trip purpose categories: To/From 
Work, During Work and Other, which includes Social/Recreational and Shopping Trips. 
For each trip purpose category, the raw cost was multiplied by two weighting factors: 
the percentage of trips in those categories and a factor reflecting studies of motorists' 
perceptions of route choice when free and tolled alternatives are offered. The final 
weighted cost per minute resulted in a value of $0.115. 

The next calculation was to relate the V /C ratio developed earlier to the accident rates 
corresponding to those V /C ratios. The rates used were based on the Transportation 
Research Record 931 which presents accident rates for freeways by type of accident 
(fatal accidents, non-fatal Injury accidents and property-damage-only IPDOI accidents) 
and V/C ratio. A summary of the rates used by accident type and V/C ratio is presented 
in Table 1. As shown, as the V/C ratio increases, rate of the fatal and injury accidents 
grow through a V/C ratio of 1.0. The PDO accident rate peaks at a V/C ratio of 
approximately 0. 7 and then drops as the V /C ratio a~proaches 1.0. This reflects lower 
speeds and less opportunity for lane changes and conflicts. 

The relative number of accidents was then calculated by applying the accident rates to 
the estimated vehicle miles traveled on each segment. These were related to accident 
costs by type. The accident costs used were based on those currently being used by the 
Maine Department of Transportation. 

Each of these calculations was summed for each hour by segment, by direction for each 
typical day of the month. Then, each of the daily totals was expanded by approximately 
4.34 to reflect the average number of any day In the average month. The monthly totals 
were summed to get a yearly total, and estimates of benefits for operating costs, delay 
impacts and accident impacts were developed. Annual user benefits during intermediate 
years were developed through interpolation. 

By using the above approach, it was possible to determine annual benefits and user 
Impacts by recognizing typical annual, monthly, daily and hourly variation patterns. 
This iterative approach did not, however, easily permit recognition of certain isolated 
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Table 1 

Freeway Accident Rates 

Type of Accident 
Volume/ Property 
Capacity Damage 

B.il1!2 .Q.o..l¥ !niY.Il! 
( ~~~~------accidents/1 00 

0.4 106.0 

0.5 115.0 

0.6 120.0 

0.7 124.0 

0.8 122.0 

0.9 120.0 

1.0 115.0 

Source: Transportation Research Record 931: 
Transportation and Land Use Planning 
Transportation Research Board 1983 
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32.0 
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0.50 

0.66 

0.85 

1.16 

1.60 

2.10 

2.68 



peak conditions, such as holiday weekends, when congestion levels exceed the 
theoretical values computed by the model. As such, the results of the user impact 
analysis may be considered somewhat conservative, but reasonable, recognizing the 
purpose for which they are intended. 

Operating Condition Impacts 

The analysis not only resulted In net user benefits, but some other relationships which 
indicate operating advantages that the widening would realize. These are summarized 
and discussed below. 

Total Annual Unaccommodated Vehides- In Table 2, a summary of the total number of 
vehicles that would be unaccommodated for each mainline segment was summarized by 
analysis year. This was done for the no-build condition as well as the build condition 
and the net change or benefit derived from widening the Turnpike is indicated. As 
shown, in 1987 there would have been no vehicles unaccommodated under either the 
build or no-build condition. 

By 1992, with no widening assumed, each link shows some unaccommodated vehicles. 
If the Turnpike was widened, all vehicles would be accommodated. In all, a net benefit 
of over 80,000 unaccommodated vehicles between Interchanges 1 and 1 A could be 
anticipated in 1992. 

By the horizon year, 2000, the number of unaccommodated annual vehicles increases 
dramatically. For example, on the mainline segment between Interchanges 6 and 6A on 
the Turnpike a net change of over 1.6 million In the number of vehicles which would 
not be accommodated is shown. To gain some perspective on this, that section of 
roadway is estimated to carry approximately 33 million vehicles annually in the year 
2000. If the Turnpike is not widened, about 5 percent of those vehicles could not be 
accommodated. 

Speed Threshold Summary - A second comparison was made of the number of hours 
annually where the average speed fell below a particular threshold level. For purposes of 
this analysis, a 45 mph and 50 mph threshold were Investigated. The results are shown 
in Table 3. 

For the no-build condition, the number of hours with speeds falling below the first 
threshold level of 45 mph is shown to vary between 30 hours at opening year levels to 
over 2, 700 hours in the year 2000 for various mainline segments. It should be noted that 
this reflects the number of hours in either direction, and if a facility was operating 
under 45 mph In both directions it would be counted as two hours under the threshold 
level. 

The build condition under the same threshold would hiwe no hours where the speeds 
would fall below the 45 mph target in 1987. However, by the year 2000, it is estimated 
that even with the widening, about 380 hours per year would have operating conditions 
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Table 2 

Total Annual Unaccommodated Vehicles 

Between Unaccommodated Vehicles 
Year Interchanges No-Build Condition Build Condition Net Change 
1987 1-1A 0 0 0 

1A-2 0 0 0 
2-3 0 0 0 
3-4 0 0 0 
4-5 0 0 0 
5-6 0 0 0 
6-6A 0 0 0 

1992 1-1A 82,600 0 82,600 
1A-2 83,500 0 83,500 
2-3 29,500 0 29,500 

I 3-4 20,400 0 20,400 
\() 4-5 37,600 0 37,600 (X) 
I 5-6 44,300 0 44,300 

6-6A 43,500 0 43,500 

1997 1-1A 366,100 32,400 333,700 
1A-2 377,800 34,900 342,900 
2-3 217,800 4,700 213,100 . 
3-4 200,900 3,700 197,200 
4-5 456,600 14,300 442,300 
5-6 639,800 13,000 626,800 
6-6A 633,600 12,500 621,100 

2000 1-1A 676,800 106,000 570,800 
1A-2 704,600 112,900 591,700 
2-3 489,200 44,300 444,900 
3-4 496,700 34,700 462,000 
4-5 1,216,900 76,900 1 '140,000 
5-6 1,767,900 113,700 1,654,200 
6-6A 1,755,000 111,300 1,643,700 



Table 3 

Annual Hours With Speeds Less Than 45 and so MPH 

HQ-B!JII~ CQn~itiQ!l e!JII~ CQn~iliQ!l NET BENEFITS 
Between Less Than Less Than Less Than Less Than Savings Less Savings Less 

Yur !nt~r~h~ng~~ 45 MP!j SO MP!j ~S MP!j SO MP!::I Ih~n 45 MP!::I Ih~n SO MPti 
(---------------------------------------------~()LJfl!:)------------------------------------------------) 

1987 1-1 A 30 70 0 0 30 70 
1 A-2 30 70 0 0 30 70 
2-3 0 20 0 0 0 20 
3-4 0 20 0 0 0 20 
4-5 0 10 0 0 0 10 
5-6 0 10 0 0 0 10 
6-6A 0 10 0 0 0 10 

1992 1-1 A 210 300 0 30 210 270 
I 1A-2 220 300 0 30 220 270 \() 

\() 2-3 120 190 0 0 120 190 I 

3-4 110 180 0 0 110 180 
4-5 180 390 0 10 180 380 
5-6 280 510 0 0 280 510 
6-6A 280 510 0 0 280 510 

1997 1-1 A 500 720 90 140 410 580 
1A-2 510 730 90 150 420 580 
2-3 430 660 40 90 390 570 
3-4 450 750 30 80 420 670 
4-5 1,090 1,690 60 140 1,030 1,550 
5-6 1,610 2,180 90 230 1,520 1,950 
6-6A 1,590 2,170 90 230 1,500 1,940 

2000 1-1 A 870 1 J 190 190 260 680 930 
1A-2 910 1,220 200 280 710 940 
2-3 890 1,310 120 190 770 1,120 
3-4 1,020 1,460 110 190 910 1,270 
4-5 2,110 2,730 260 470 1,850 2,260 
5-6 2,730 3,680 380 660 2,350 3,020 
6-6A 2,730 3,650 380 660 2,350 2,990 



consisting of average travel speeds under 4S mph on the worst link. This, however, Is a 
significant reduction from the no-build condition In that year. · 

Under the second threshold level of SO mph, similar relationships exist. In the first year 
analyzed, 1987, a minimal Impact of about 70 hours would be realized where the 
average travel speed would be under SO mph for the no-build condition, but none for 
the build condition. In the year 2000, over 3,600 hours are estimated to have average 
speeds of less than SO mph under the no-build condition on the worst segment. This 
would be reduced dramatically to just 660 hours Is the Turnpike was widened. 

Operating Cost Impacts 

The first benefit calculated relating to a cost-benefit Impact was the annual vehicle miles 
traveled under the no-build and build conditions and the operating cost Impacts related 
to this. The results are shown In Table 4. 

Shown on this table are the annual vehicle miles traveled under the no-build and build 
conditions, the net change In these, and the operating cost impacts associated with this. 
While a benefit of slightly reduced number of vehicle miles Is Indicated for the build 
condition, a small net operating cost Increase Is shown. The Increased miles are directly 
related to the number of unaccommodated vehicles under each scenario. Any vehicles 
which would not be accommodated by the theoretical capacity were assigned an 
additional one mile In trip length for the arterial routing. The additional one mile was 
selected as a typical additional mileage after Investigating the probably by-pass routing 
for each mainline segment. It was determined that this was a reasonable, though slightly 
conservative assumption. As shown, the impact In the number of miles traveled annually 
grows to over 6.S million by the horizon year, 2000. 

The estimates of the operating cost impacts were based on the average travel speeds. The 
analysis to develop the operating costs based on the average speeds Indicated that peak 
vehicle efficiency (the lowest operating cost) was indicated at average travel speeds In 
the 3S to 40 mph range. The Impact Is shown to be In the magnitude of $100,000 In 
1987 to almost $600,000 In 1997. As will be seen In the next section, this operating 
cost Impact dlsbenefit will be greatly overshadowed by the savings associated with 
reductions In delay that the widening will have. 

Annual Delay Savings 

The annual vehicle hours traveled and the savings associated with the reduction of delay 
to the users of the Turnpike are presented In Table S. As shown, In 1987, the total 
number of vehicle hours saved due to the widening Is just over 1 00,000. This relates to a 
savings due to reduced annual delay of almost $900,000 In that first year. This Increases 
dramatically to over S.4 million vehicle hours of travel saved by the year 2000, relating 
to an annual savings of over $40 million In annual user delay cost. 
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Table 4 

Annual Vehicle Miles Traveled and 
Operating Cost Impacts 

Annual Vehicle Miles Traveled 

No-Build Build Net Operating 
~ Condition Condition Savings CQSI Savings 

(-----------------------------------Thousands----------------------------------) 

1987 433,379 433,379 0 $(1 04) 

1988 464,071 464,019 52 ( 142) 

1989 496,936 496,825 111 (194) 

1990 532,129 531,951 178 (265) 

1991 569,815 569,559 256 (361) 

1992 610,161 609,818 343 (493) 

1993 644,849 644,108 741 (507) 

1994 681,508 680,326 1 J 182 (522) 

1995 720,252 718,581 1 ,671 (537) 

1996 761,198 758,987 2,211 (553) 

1997 804,462 801 ,680 2,782 (569) 

1998 846,463 842,550 3,913 ( 137) 

1999 890,657 885,503 5,154 (33) 

2000 937,145 930,635 6,510 ( 8) 
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1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

Table 5 

Annual Vehicle Hours Traveled 
and Delay Savings 

Annual Vehicle Hours Traveled 

No-Build Build Net Annual Delay 
Condition Condition Savings Savings 
( ----------------------------------------Thousands---------------------------------) 

7,511 
8,150 
8,844 
9,597 

10,414 
11,300 
12,306 
13,402 
14,595 
15,894 
17,309 
18,972 
20,796 
22,794 

7,392 
7,934 
8,515 
9,139 
9,808 

10,527 
11 '195 
11,906 
12,662 
13,466 
14,321 
15,276 
16,295 
17,382 
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119 
216 
329 
458 
606 
773 

1 '111 
1,496 
1,933 
2,428 
2,988 
3,696 
4,501 
5,412 

$ 885 
1,607 
2,448 
3,408 
4,509 
5,751 
8,266 

11 '130 
14,382 
18,064 
22,231 
27,498 
33,487 
40,265 



Annual Accident Savings 

The number of fatal, non-fatal injury and PDQ accidents was calculated for the no-build 
and build conditions. Then, the total accident cost under each scenario was tallied using 
a value of approximately $1.3 million for each fatality, $13,000 for each injury accident 
and $1 ,800 for each PDQ accident. Again, these costs reflect those currently used by the 
Maine Department of Transportation for their accident cost analyses. 

In Table 6, a summary of the findings of this section of the analysis is shown. As can be 
seen, the reduction of PDQ accidents would be minimal since high congestion levels 
actually reduce the rate of these types of accidents. However, the injury and fatality 
categories show significant impacts. 

In the first year of the analysis, 1987, a reduction of approximately 15 injury accidents 
and a percent of the fatal accidents is Indicated. The percentage points were carried to a 
tenth of a percent here to reflect smaller impacts on categories such as fatalities. 
Defining these numbers of accidents by the corresponding costs associated with them, 
respectively, a net benefit due to accident savings of over $700,000 is shown. 

In the horizon year, 2000, the PDQ accidents again show little difference between a 
build and a no-build condition. The Injuries, however, ·decrease by over 40 percent 
while a reduction of five fatalities could be expected. This relates to a net benefit due to 
accident reduction of almost $1 0 million In that year. 

Summary of User Benefits 

Table 7 presents a summary of net user benefits associated with the widening project on 
the Maine Turnpike. As noted earlier, WSA has been advised that the first full year of 
operation under the widened Turnpike should be assumed to be 1992. Traffic forecasts 
for use in the analysis were provided by Mr. Mallar through the year 2000. Hence, net 
user benefits were calculated annually between 1992 and 2000. 

As shown in Table 7, small increases in operating costs associated with the widening are 
greatly offset by a sizable reduction in annual delay and accident savings. In the opening 
year, total net user benefits are estimated at approximately $8.2 million, projected to 
increase to over $49 million by the year 2000. 

In evaluating the economic justification for major transportation investments such as the 
proposed widening program, it is customary to determine the net present value of future 
benefits. In accordance with procedures suggested in the AASI-ITQ Manual for such 
studies, future benefits were discounted at an annual rate of 5 percent per year to a 
1987 base year level. In this way, the total net present value of benefits over the entire 
analysis period can be related to the uninflated 1987 -level cost of the improvement in 
determining a benefit/cost ratio. 
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Table 6 

Annual Accident Savings 

No-Build Condition Build Con~litiQn 
Property Total Property Total 
Damage Accident Damage Accident Accident 

Year Only Injury Fatal Cost Only Injury Fatal Cost Savings 

1987 472.0 94.5 2.6 $ 5,465,400 461.6 80.0 2.2 $ 4,737,100 $ 728,300 

1988 508.6 108.7 3.0 6,237,100 496.0 87.8 2.4 5,160,900 1,076,200 

1989 548.1 125.0 3.4 7,041,100 533.0 96.4 2.6 5,599,800 1,441,300 

1990 590.7 143.7 3.9 8,012,200 572.7 105.8 2.9 6,184,400 1,827,800 

1991 636.5 165.3 4.6 9,287,700 615.4 116.1 3.2 6,786,100 2,501,600 

I 1992 685.9 190.1 5.1 10,350,000 661.2 127.4 3.5 7,406,200 2,943,800 ..... 
0 

727.8 216.0 5.8 ~ 1993 
I 

11,674,100 701.8 141.4 3.9 8,182,500 3,491,600 

1994 772.3 245.5 6.5 13,049,400 744.9 156.9 4.3 8,982,600 4,066,800 

1995 819.4 279.0 7.4 14,742,200 790.6 174.1 4.7 9,809,400 4,932,800 

1996 869.5 317.1 8.4 16,630,400 839.2 193.2 5.2 10,796,600 5,833,800 

1997 922.6 360.4 9.5 18,721,800 890.7 214.4 5.8 11,946,600 6,775,200 

1998 962.7 402.8 10.6 20,778,100 950.3 239.7 6.5 13,294,800 7,483,300 

1999 1,004.5 450.2 11.8 23,032,700 1,013.8 268.0 7.2 14,688,800 8,343,900 

2000 1,048.1 503.1 13.1 25,492,200 1,081.6 299.7 8.0 16,265,000 9,227,200 



Table 7 
Summary of Net User Benefits 

Annual Vehicle Annual Delay Annual Accident Total Annual Present Value 
Year Operating Savings Savings Savings Benefits of Benefits 1 

thousands 

1992 $(493) $5,751 $2,944 $8,202 $6,426 

1993 (507) 8,266 3,492 11 ,251 8,395 

1994 (522) 11 '130 4,067 14,675 10,430 

1995 (537) 14,382 4,933 18,778 12,709 

1996 (553) 18,064 5,834 23,345 15,048 

1997 (569) 22,231 6,775 28,437 17,457 

1998 (137) 27,498 7,483 34,844 20,373 

' ...... 
1999 (33) 0 33,487 8,344 41,798 23,273 

U1 
' 2000 (8) 40,265 9,227 49,484 26,241 

Next 11 years annually: 2§..241 

20-year total: $429,003 

1 Calculated at a discount rate of 5 percent per year to 1987 dollars. 





Even after discounting to present value, net user benefits associated with the widening 
increase steadily through the year 2000. Over $26.2 million in discounted benefits are 
shown in that horizon year. 

While traffic forecasts beyond the year 2000 were not available for use in the analysis, 
It Is clear that the economic justification for major transportation ·Investments should be 
evaluated over a longer design life than the nine years shown In Table 7. A 20-year 
evaluation period is considered more reasonable. A conservative estimate of net user 
benefits subsequent to the year 2000 was made by assuming the discounted level of 
benefits remains constant for the next 11 years annually. In effect, this assumes that 
Increases In annual user benefits beyond the year 2000 occur at a rate equal to the 5 
percent compounded annual discount rate. 

The total discounted present value of net user benefits is estimated at $429,003,000. This 
Is considered a generally conservative estimate for the following reasons: 

Net discounted benefits subsequent to the year 2000 are assumed to remain 
constant, In the face of an Increasing pattern prior to the year 2000. 

The method used in computing annual benefits involved an iterative cycling 
throughout the year using typical hourly, daily and monthly variations. While 
this is considered a reasonable approach on an annualized basis, it understates 
potential benefits during uniquely high periods of congestion, such as peak 
summer holiday weekends. 

The lowest average speed at V /C ratios greater than 1.0 was assumed to be 20 
mph; In practice, under periods of totally forced-flow, average travel speeds 
below this level may be quit common. In addition, the maximum average free
flow ·speeds were computed at approximately 58 mph, based on prior research: 
In practice, with the recently increased speed limits, maximum free-flow speeds 
may be somewhat higher. 
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APPENDIX K 

CONSULTANT RESPONSIBILITIES 

Governmental Services, Inc. 
1. Review and examination of the Maine Turnpike Authority's "Capital Improvement 

Study" conducted by Howard, Needles, Tammen &.. Bergendoff, including: 
a. traffic projections; 
b. cost estimates; 
c. revenue projections. 

2. Survey and interview community officials in the southerly corridor to help ident
ify secondary impacts of Turnpike widening, interchange development and fare 
structure. 

3. An examination of alternative fare structures to identify: 
a. rate structures which more closely allocate usage-caused-cost to charges; 
b. options that have potential for lessening off-corridor impacts; 
c. elements that may appropriately balance the cost and benefits to corridor 

communities of the economic impact of the toll highway; and 
d. the revenue generating potential of alternate structures. 

4. A comprehensive review of the latest trends in highway planning, including: 
a. direction of federal highway policy; 
b. the various uses and applications of toll highway revenue: 
c. traffic engineering standards 
d. secondary impacts of road improvements; 
e. pricing structures and approaches to design; 

5. The administration of the following sub-contractor responsibilities: 
a. Squaw Bay Corp.: Review of cost projections for construction projects on the 

Turnpike; 
b Perkins, Thompson, Hinckley and Keddy: Legal issues regarding fare structure 

and use of revenue; 
c. Pulse Unlimited: Public opinion survey. 

Mallar Associates 
1. Review and up-date traffic estimates. 
2. Represent the Maine Turnpike Authority in the Westerly Connector and Northerly 

Corridor Studies, including the coordination of work with Howard, Needles, 
Tammen, &... Bergendoff and Wilbur Smith Associates. 

3. Coordinate and direct consulting and legal services required and represent the 
Authority in seeking appropriate permits from the Department of Environmental 
Protection and such other agencies as may be required. 
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Wilbur Smith Associates 
1. Produce revised forecast of Turnpike traffic reflecting growth rates by Inter

change and vehicle class furnished by MaHar Associates. 
2. Develop updated traffic and revenue forecast, to include the improvements pro

posed under the capital improvement p rogram, again using information supplied 
by MaHar Associates. 

3. A user benefits analysis In terms of impacts on travel time, operating cost and 
accidents on the Maine Turnpike. 
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